In 2000, at the height of the new economy, information and communications technology (ICT) was hailed as a technology that would radically transform OECD economies and bring large economic benefits. The recent slowdown has laid to rest several of the myths surrounding ICT: the business cycle is not dead, stock market valuations must be backed by profits, and the ICT sector is not immune to downturns. But this should not distract from the structural changes and economic benefits that have already accompanied the spread of ICT and that continue to this date.

This report examines the impacts of ICT on business performance and the policies that can help seize its benefits. It examines the impacts that ICT has already had on economic performance, analyses why some countries have invested more in ICT than others and why only some countries have thus far clearly seen its benefits. It argues that ICT remains an important technology for the years ahead, as ICT networks have now spread throughout the economy. What counts now is how the technology should be made to work.

The book argues forcefully that ICT is no panacea but a technology that can help business transform and enhance performance. But this transformation will only occur in a competitive environment, and when investments in ICT are accompanied by organisational changes, investment in skills and good management. The book argues for a comprehensive policy strategy to seize the benefits of ICT.
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The 2001 OECD Ministerial report, "The New Economy: Beyond the Hype", concluded that information and communications technologies (ICT) are important, with the potential to contribute to more rapid growth and productivity gains in the years to come. Both the 2001 and 2002 OECD Ministerial meetings reiterated the importance of ICT for growth performance and requested the OECD to continue its work in this area. A request for further work on ICT and business performance was also made to the OECD in the autumn of 2001, by the US Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Evans.

This report, which responds to OECD Ministers, revisits the contribution made by ICT to economic performance using new and more recent data to assess the degree to which the findings that appeared valid at the end of 2000 remain intact. The report also examines whether the policy conclusions from the previous OECD work require adjustment in the current economic environment, and what measures OECD governments should take to seize the benefits of ICT. The findings and policy implications of the work reaffirm and elaborate those of the OECD growth study.
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Main findings

The 2001 OECD Ministerial report, “The New Economy: Beyond the Hype”, concluded that information and communications technology (ICT) is important and has the potential to contribute to more rapid growth and productivity gains in the years to come. Both the 2001 and 2002 OECD Ministerial meetings reiterated the importance of ICT for growth performance and requested the OECD to continue its work in this area. A specific request for further work on ICT and business performance was made to the OECD in the autumn of 2001, by the US Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Evans. This report, which responds to OECD Ministers and Secretary Evans, revisits the contribution made by ICT to economic performance using more recent data to assess the degree to which the empirical findings that appeared valid at the end of 2000 remain in tact. It draws on a range of new statistics and empirical analysis that was not available for prior OECD work. This includes new empirical analysis with official firm-level data that has been carried out through an OECD-led team of researchers and statistical offices in 13 OECD countries. The study also incorporates new evidence from official statistics on the use of ICT and e-commerce by firms, which were also not available for previous work. The report also examines whether the policy conclusions from the previous OECD work require adjustment in the current economic environment. The findings and policy implications of the work are summarised below; they reaffirm and elaborate those of the OECD Growth Study.

Empirical messages

**ICT continues to have strong impacts on performance**

The recent slowdown has laid to rest several myths regarding the new economy: the business cycle is not dead, stock market valuations must be realistic and backed by sound profit expectations, and the ICT sector is not immune to downturns. But this should not distract from the economic benefits that have already accompanied the spread of ICT and the continued importance of ICT for growth in the years to come. It may be too early to tell how the role of ICT in growth and productivity performance will develop in the first decade of the 21st century. Some general trends can be observed, however, that suggest that ICT will continue to be a driver of growth:

- Productivity growth in the United States, the main example of ICT-led growth and productivity improvements, has continued to be strong during
the recent slowdown, suggesting that part of the acceleration in productivity growth over the second half of the 1990s was indeed structural. Productivity growth in Australia and Canada, both countries characterised by ICT-intensive growth, was also strong over the recent past.

- ICT networks have now spread throughout much of the OECD business sector, and will increasingly be made to work to enhance productivity and business performance. Technological progress in ICT goods and services is continuing at a rapid pace, driving prices down and leading to a wide range of new applications. For example, business-to-consumer e-commerce continues to gain in importance, broadband is diffusing rapidly, and activity in the telecommunications sector continues to grow. Moreover, several applications, such as broadband and e-commerce, are still in their early stages and may have a large potential for future growth.

- While ICT investment has dropped off during the recent slowdown, the release of increasingly powerful microprocessors is projected to continue for the foreseeable future, which will encourage ICT investment and support further productivity growth. Nevertheless, the level of ICT investment may well be lower than that observed prior to the slowdown, however, as the 1995-2000 period was characterised by some one-off investment peaks, e.g. investments related to Y2K and the diffusion of the Internet. On the other hand, some countries may still have scope for catch-up; by 2000, Japan and the European Union area invested a similar share of total investment in ICT than the United States did in 1980.

- Further technological progress in ICT production will imply a continued positive contribution of the ICT manufacturing sector to multifactor productivity (MFP) growth, notably in countries with large ICT-producing sectors such as Finland, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Sweden and the United States.

The impacts of ICT differ markedly across OECD economies

Despite the importance of ICT, there continue to be marked differences in the diffusion of ICT across OECD countries. New OECD data show that the United States, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, the Nordic countries and the Netherlands typically have the highest rates of diffusion of ICT. Many other OECD countries lag in the diffusion of ICT and have scope for greater uptake. It is likely that the largest economic benefits of ICT should be observed in countries with high levels of ICT diffusion. However, having the equipment or networks is not enough to derive economic benefits. Other factors, such as the regulatory environment, the availability of appropriate skills, the ability to change organisational set-ups, as well as the strength of accompanying innovations in ICT applications, affect the ability of firms to seize the benefits of ICT. Consequently, countries with equal ICT diffusion will not always have similar impacts of ICT on economic performance.
The measured economic impacts of ICT that have been observed thus far differ markedly across OECD countries. Three impacts of ICT on economic growth can be distinguished. First, investment in ICT adds to the capital stock that is available for workers and thus helps raise labour productivity. ICT investment accounted for between 0.3 and 0.8 percentage point of growth in GDP per capita over the 1995-2001 period. The United States, Canada, the Netherlands and Australia received the largest boost; Japan and the United Kingdom a more modest one, and Germany, France and Italy a much smaller one. Investment in software accounted for up to a third of the contribution of ICT capital.

Second, the ICT-producing sector plays an important role in some OECD countries, although it is small in most. Having an ICT-producing sector can be important, since it has been characterised by rapid technological progress and very strong demand. In Finland, Ireland and Korea, close to 1 percentage point of aggregate labour productivity growth in the 1995-2001 period was due to ICT manufacturing. In the United States, Japan and Sweden, the ICT-producing sector also contributed significantly to productivity growth.

Third, new evidence from an OECD-led consortium of researchers in 13 OECD countries demonstrates that the use of ICT throughout the value chain contributes to improved firm performance. The smart use of ICT can help firms increase their overall efficiency in combining labour and capital, or multi-factor productivity (MFP). ICT use can also contribute to network effects, such as lower transaction costs and more rapid innovation, which can improve MFP. In some countries, notably the United States and Australia, there is evidence that sectors that have invested most in ICT, such as wholesale and retail trade, have experienced more rapid MFP growth.

Firm-level studies also show that the use of ICT may help efficient firms gain market share at the cost of less productive firms, raising overall productivity. In addition, the use of ICT may help firms expand their product range, customise the services offered, or respond better to demand, i.e. to innovate. Moreover, ICT may help reduce inventories or help firms integrate activities throughout the value chain. These studies also show that ICT is part of a broader range of changes that help enhance performance. The impacts of ICT depend on complementary investments, e.g. in appropriate skills, and on organisational changes, such as new strategies, new business processes and new organisational structures. Firms adopting these practices tend to gain market share and enjoy higher productivity gains than other firms.

ICT use by firms is also closely linked to the ability of a company to adjust to changing demand and to innovate. Users of ICT often help make their investments more valuable through their own experimentation and innovation, e.g. the introduction of new processes, products and applications. Without this
process of “co-invention”, which often has a slower pace than technological innovation, the economic impact of ICT would be more limited. Firms that have introduced process innovations in the past are often particularly successful in using ICT; in Germany, the impact of ICT investments on output was about four times higher in firms introducing innovations as in other firms. The impacts of ICT on innovation are particularly important in services, as ICT helps in reinventing business processes and developing new applications.

The positive impacts of ICT use on firm performance are not limited to the United States, where the macroeconomic impacts of ICT are considered largest, but are found in many OECD countries. This may be caused by several factors. First, aggregation across industries may disguise some of the impacts of ICT, as strong effects in some industries may be counterbalanced by weak effects in others. Second, the size of the measured impact at the firm level may be smaller outside the United States, as networks are often less developed and conditions for ICT to become effective may be less well established. This would lead to a smaller macroeconomic impact. Third, the impacts of ICT may be insufficiently picked up in data outside the United States, e.g. due to differences in the measurement of output in the services sector. Fourth, countries outside the United States may not yet have benefited from network – or spillover – effects that could create a gap between the impacts of ICT at the level of individual firms and those that are measured at the macroeconomic level. Such spillover effects could show up as benefits for downstream firms and consumers, and would thus not be picked up in the evidence for individual firms using ICT. Finally, in a large and highly competitive market such as the United States, firms investing in ICT may not always be the main beneficiaries of their investment. Consumers may extract a large part of the benefits, in the form of lower prices, better quality, improved convenience, and so on. In countries with less competition, firms might be able to extract a greater part of the returns, and spillover effects might be more limited.

**ICT is no panacea**

Firms may well overinvest in ICT, either in an effort to compensate for lack of skills or competitive pressure, or because they lack a clear market strategy. However, ICT is no panacea, but a technology that can be made to work to enhance business performance. Evidence for Germany shows that firms that were able to extract the benefits from ICT were those that had already successfully innovated, i.e. changed their products and processes. Moreover, ICT requires many other changes to make it work.

It also takes time to adapt to ICT, e.g. in changing organisational set-ups and worker-specific skills. Firms that adopted network technologies several years ago, notably large firms, have often already been able to make the technology work, whereas more recent adopters are still adapting their organisation, management or skills. Evidence for the United Kingdom shows that among the firms that had
already adopted ICT technologies in or before 1995, over 50% purchased through electronic networks in 2000. For firms that only adopted ICT in 2000, less than 20% purchased through electronic networks in 2000. This also suggests that some of the benefits of prior ICT investments may still emerge in the future.

**The impacts of ICT are affected by differences in the business environment**

The firm-level evidence also confirms that there are important cross-country differences in firms’ use of ICT. New firms in the United States seem to experiment more with business models than those in other OECD countries; they start at a smaller scale than European firms, but grow much more quickly when successful. This may be linked to less aversion to risk in the United States, linked to its financial system, which provides greater opportunities for risky financing to innovative entrepreneurs. Moreover, low regulatory burdens enable US firms to start at a small scale, experiment, test the market and their business model, and, if successful, expand rapidly. Moreover, if they do not succeed, the costs of failure are relatively limited. In contrast, firms in many other OECD countries are faced with high entry and exit costs. In a period of rapid technological change, greater scope for experimentation may enable new ideas and innovation to emerge more rapidly, leading to faster technology diffusion.

The empirical analysis also points to several other factors that affect firms’ investment and the diffusion of ICT. These can be divided into several categories:

- **Factors related to the direct costs of ICT**, e.g. the costs of ICT equipment, telecommunications or the installation of an e-commerce system.
- **Costs and implementation barriers related to enabling factors**, e.g. linked to the availability of know-how or qualified personnel, the scope for organisational change, or the scale of accompanying innovations in ICT applications.
- **Factors related to risk and uncertainty**, e.g. the security of doing business online or the uncertainty of payments, delivery and guarantees online.
- **Factors related to the nature of the businesses**. ICT is a general-purpose technology, but is more appropriate for some activities than for others. ICT may not fit in all contexts and specific applications, such as electronic commerce, may not be suited to all business models.
- **Factors related to competition**. A competitive environment is more likely to lead a firm to invest in ICT, as a way to strengthen performance and survive, than a more sheltered environment. Competition also puts downward pressure on the costs of ICT, thus promoting its diffusion.
Policy implications

The analysis confirms and reaffirms the findings of the OECD work on growth, and its policy conclusions as regards ICT diffusion and economic growth. The main policy conclusions that can be drawn are:

1. **Competition in ICT goods and services needs to be strengthened.** Competition in ICT goods and services requires attention, as continued technological change is creating new challenges to competition in many markets.

2. **The business environment needs to be improved.** This includes, inter alia, having an environment that provides access to finance, allows firms to change the organisation of functions and tasks, helps workers acquire the skills they need in a rapidly changing global environment, and promotes good management practices. Rigid regulations of product and labour markets that impede reorganisation or competition between firms also need to be addressed. The experience of countries such as Australia shows that structural reform is key in harnessing the new dynamism that is associated with ICT. Firm creation also needs to be fostered. Experimentation and competition are key in selecting those firms that seize the benefits of ICT and in making them flourish and grow. In the current time of rapid technological change, greater scope for experimentation may enable new ideas and innovation to emerge more rapidly, leading to faster technology diffusion. Barriers to the entry, exit and growth of firms therefore need to be addressed. Moreover, competition needs to be strengthened. Competition not only helps lower the costs of ICT products and services, which fosters diffusion, it also strengthens pressures on firms to improve performance and change conservative attitudes.

3. **Security and trust need to be boosted.** Concerns on security, privacy and authentification continue to affect the uptake and use of ICT and should remain a priority for policy.

4. **Barriers to the effective use of ICT in services require attention.** Sector-specific regulations reduce the development of new ICT applications and limit the capability of firms to seize the benefits of ICT. Further reform of regulatory structures is needed to promote competition and innovation, and to reduce barriers and administrative rules for new entrants and start-ups.

5. **Innovation needs to be harnessed to draw the benefits from ICT.** ICT is closely linked to the ability of firms to innovate, i.e. introduce new products, services, business processes, and applications. Firms that have already innovated achieve much better results from ICT than those that have never innovated. Policies to harness the potential of innovation, as outlined in the OECD Growth Study, are thus of great importance in seizing the benefits of ICT. To strengthen innovation, policy needs to give greater priority to fundamental research, improve the effectiveness of public R&D funding and promote the flow of knowledge between science and industry.
Introduction

The 2001 OECD Ministerial report “The New Economy: Beyond the Hype” concluded that information and communications technology (ICT) is important and has the potential to contribute to more rapid growth in the future. Both the 2001 and 2002 OECD Ministerial meetings reiterated the importance of ICT for growth performance and requested the OECD to continue its work on ICT. A specific request for further work on ICT and business performance was also made to the OECD in the autumn of 2001, by the US Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Evans. This report responds to these requests and examines whether ICT is still important now the hype of the new economy is over. It provides new evidence on the factors that affect the diffusion of ICT across OECD countries, the economic impacts of ICT, the factors that influence these impacts, and the policies that can help countries in seizing the benefits from ICT.

This study differs from previous OECD work on growth and the role of ICT as it considers a range of questions that were not explicitly addressed in the previous work by the OECD. For example, why have some OECD countries invested more in ICT than others? What characterises firms that adopt ICT? Which technologies are they using and for which purpose? What factors help firms in seizing the benefits from ICT? How precisely does ICT affect firm performance, e.g. in strengthening productivity and in increasing market shares? And what policies are key in helping firms seize the benefits of ICT?

Many of these questions cannot easily be examined with the macroeconomic and sectoral data that were used in previous OECD work. Firm-level data are often necessary, since they allow interactions at the firm level to be examined. For example, the role of ICT in helping firms gain market share can only be analysed with firm-level data, as can the role of organisational change. Studies drawing on firm-level evidence can thus contribute to a better understanding of the drivers of economic performance, e.g. the interaction between ICT, human capital, organisational change and innovation, and thus to better, evidence-based, policy making.

The report also draws on a range of new data. First, it draws on new empirical analysis with official firm-level data that has been carried out through an OECD-led team of researchers and statistical offices in 13 OECD...
countries, thus complementing the sectoral and aggregate analysis.* Second, the study incorporates new evidence from official statistics on the use of ICT and e-commerce by firms, which were not available for previous work. Third, it draws, to the extent possible, on the latest available data to examine the contribution of ICT to growth performance in recent years.

Chapter 1 of this report examines the diffusion of ICT across OECD countries. It uses official statistics, which may differ substantially from previously published private estimates of ICT diffusion. It shows that ICT networks continue to diffuse throughout the OECD area, even during a period of slower growth. However, large differences in the uptake of technologies persist across the OECD, both between and within OECD countries. Cost differentials and structural differences are among the factors explaining these differences, as is the state of the business environment in different OECD countries.

Chapter 2 provides evidence on the impact of ICT at the macroeconomic and sectoral level, updating and extending previous OECD work. It shows that ICT investment has contributed to growth and labour productivity in all OECD countries for which data are available, but more in the United States than in any other OECD country. Moreover, rapid technological progress in the ICT-producing industry has contributed to rapid productivity growth in some OECD countries, notably the United States, Finland, Ireland, Korea and Sweden. In a few countries, notably the United States and Australia, there is also evidence that sectors that have invested much in ICT, for example wholesale and retail trade, have experienced more rapid productivity growth. These impacts of ICT on productivity have not disappeared with the recent slowdown; part of the acceleration in aggregate productivity growth in certain OECD countries, notably the United States, is structural and could continue in the years to come.

Chapter 3 provides evidence on the contribution of ICT use to business performance, based on detailed firm-level studies. It demonstrates that the use of ICT indeed contributes to improved business performance, but only when it is complemented by other investments and actions at the firm level, such as changes in the organisation of work and changes in workers skills. The chapter also shows that ICT is no panacea; investment in ICT does not compensate for poor management, lack of skills, lack of competition, or a low ability to innovate. Not all firms will therefore succeed in generating returns from their ICT investments; many will fail. In addition, drawing the benefits from ICT investment takes time. Moreover, there are important cross-country

* These countries are: Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and United States. See Box 3.2 for details.
differences in firms’ use of ICT. Firms in the United States are characterised by a much higher degree of experimentation in their use of ICT than European firms; they take higher risks and opt for potentially higher outcomes.

Chapter 4 draws implications from the empirical evidence presented in Chapters 1 to 3 for policy makers. It argues that governments should reduce unnecessary costs and regulatory burdens on firms to create a business environment that promotes productive investment. This involves policies to enable organisational change, to strengthen education and training systems, to encourage good management practices, and to foster innovation, e.g. in new applications, that can accompany the uptake of ICT. Moreover, policy should foster market conditions that reward the successful adoption of ICT; a competitive environment is key for this to happen. Governments will also need to work with business and consumers to shape a regulatory framework that strengthens confidence and trust in the use of ICT, notably electronic commerce. Policies to foster growth in services are important too, as ICT offers a new potential for growth in the service sector, providing that regulations that stifle change are adjusted or removed. Finally, the report reaffirms the importance of economic and social fundamentals as the key to lasting improvements in economic performance. A short set of conclusions completes the report.
Chapter 1

The diffusion of ICT in OECD economies

Abstract. This chapter examines the diffusion of ICT across OECD countries. It uses official statistics, which may differ substantially from previously published private estimates of ICT diffusion. It shows that ICT networks continue to diffuse throughout the OECD area, even during a period of slower growth. However, large differences in the uptake of technologies persist across the OECD, both between and within OECD countries. Cost differentials and structural differences are among the factors explaining these differences, as is the state of the business environment in different OECD countries.
The state of ICT diffusion

The economic impact of ICT is closely linked to the extent to which different ICT technologies have diffused across OECD economies. This is partly because ICT is a network technology; the more people and firms that use the network, the more benefits it generates. The diffusion of ICT currently differs considerably between OECD countries, since some countries have invested more or have started earlier to invest in ICT than other countries.

A core indicator of ICT diffusion is the share of ICT in investment. Investment in ICT establishes the infrastructure for the use of ICT (the ICT networks) and provides productive equipment and software to businesses. While ICT investment has accelerated in most OECD countries over the past decade, the pace of that investment differs widely. The data show that ICT investment rose from less than 15% of total non-residential investment in the early 1980s, to between 15% and 30% in 2001. In 2001, the share of ICT investment was particularly high in the United States, the United Kingdom, Sweden, the Netherlands, Canada and Australia (Figure 1.1). ICT investment in many European countries was substantially lower than in the United States.

The high growth of ICT investment has been fuelled by a rapid decline in the relative prices of computer equipment and the growing scope for the application of ICT. Due to rapid technological progress in the production of key ICT technologies, such as semi-conductors, and strong competitive pressure in their production, the prices of key technologies have fallen by between 15 and 30% annually, making investment in ICT attractive to firms. The benefits of lower ICT prices have been felt across the OECD, as both firms investing in these technologies and consumers buying ICT goods and services have benefited from lower prices. The lower costs of ICT are only part of the picture; ICT is also a technology that offers large potential benefits to firm, e.g. in enhancing information flows and productivity. Chapter 2 examines the impact of ICT investment on economic growth in more detail.

A second determinant of the economic impacts associated with ICT is the size of the ICT sector, i.e. the sector that produces ICT goods and services. Having an ICT-producing sector can be important, since ICT-production has been characterised by rapid technological progress and has been faced with very strong demand. The sector has therefore grown very fast, and made a large contribution to economic growth, employment and exports. Moreover, having a strong ICT sector may help firms that wish to use ICT, since the close
proximity of producing firms might have advantages when developing ICT
applications for specific purposes. In addition, having a strong ICT sector
should also help generate the skills and competencies needed to benefit from
ICT use. And it could also lead to spin-offs, as in the case of Silicon Valley or in
other high technology clusters. Having an ICT sector can thus support growth,
although previous OECD work has shown that it is not a prerequisite (OECD,
2001a).

In most OECD countries, the ICT sector is relatively small, although it has
grown rapidly over the 1990s. In 2000, value added in the ICT sector
represented between 4% and 17% of business sector value added (Figure 1.2).
Moreover, about 6-7% of total business employment in the OECD area can be
attributed to ICT production. Trade in ICT has also grown very rapidly, growing
from just over 12% of total trade in 1990, to almost 18% in 2000 (OECD, 2002a).
Chapter 2 examines the contribution of the ICT-producing sector to economic
performance in more detail.

A third factor that affects the impact of ICT in different OECD countries is
the distribution of ICT across the economy. In contrast to Solow’s famous
remark, “you see computers everywhere but in the productivity statistics”

---

**Figure 1.1. ICT investment in selected OECD countries**
As a percentage of non-residential gross fixed capital formation, total economy

Note: Estimates of ICT investment are not yet fully standardised across countries, mainly due to
differences in the capitalisation of software in different countries. See Ahmad (2003).
1. Or latest available year.
Source: OECD, Database on Capital Services.
(Solow, 1987), computers are, in fact, heavily concentrated in the service sector. Figure 1.3 shows evidence for the United States. It shows the share of the total stock of equipment and software that is accounted for by IT equipment and software (excluding communications equipment). The graph shows that more than 30% of the total stock of equipment and software in legal services, business services and wholesale trade consists of IT and software. Education, financial services, health, retail trade and a number of manufacturing industries (instruments and printing and publishing) also have a relatively large share of IT capital in their total stock of equipment and software. The average for all private industries is just over 11%. The goods-producing sectors (agriculture, mining, manufacturing and construction) are much less IT-intensive; in several of these industries less than 5% of total equipment and software consists of IT.

The relative distribution of ICT investment across sectors for other OECD countries is not very different for other OECD countries (Van Ark et al., 2002; Pilat et al., 2002); services sectors such as wholesale trade and financial services are typically the most intensive users of ICT. This may suggest that any impacts on economic performance might be more visible in the services...
sectors than in other parts of the economy. Nevertheless, ICT is commonly considered to be a general-purpose technology, as all sectors of the economy use information in their production process, which implies that all sectors might be able to benefit from the use of ICT. Chapters 2 and 3 return to the sectoral aspects of ICT use.

The distribution of ICT also differs according to the size of firms. Smaller firms are typically less ICT-intensive than large firms. This is partly because large firms have more scope for improving communication flows within the firm, e.g. establishment of intra-firm networks, or by outsourcing different tasks, e.g. creation of extranets. But large firms also invest more in ICT than small firms since ICT investment is risky and uncertain, which may be more difficult to bear for small firms. This may obviously imply that the impacts of ICT use could be larger for large firms than for small firms. Chapter 3 provides further evidence on this issue.

One further indicator that points to the uptake of ICT is the number of secure servers in each country (Figure 1.4). This measures the number of servers that use secure software for purchasing goods and services or transmitting privileged information over the Internet, e.g. credit card details. It therefore provides an indication of the development of Internet-based activity
in different countries, notably the increased security of such activity. By July 2002, over 65% of all secure servers were located in the United States. The United Kingdom had the second largest number of secure servers, accounting for about 6% of the OECD total. Large OECD countries such as Japan, France and Italy had relatively few secure servers, especially when measured on a per capita basis. Among smaller countries, Iceland, New Zealand and Australia have a relatively large number of secure servers. The diffusion of secure servers continued unabated between July 2001 and July 2002, even though ICT investment slowed down during the period.

Another, more accurate, indicator of the development of electronic commerce is the proportion of businesses that use the Internet to purchases and sales (Figure 1.5). This is available for fewer countries, but roughly confirms the findings of the previous graph, with a large number of firms using the Internet for sales or purchases in the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden) as well as in Australia, the Netherlands and New Zealand. In contrast, only few firms in Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain use the Internet for sales or purchases, even if many are connected to the Internet.
Monetary estimates of the importance of electronic commerce are also available for several OECD countries, although these are not yet entirely comparable, depending on the definition used and the coverage of different sectors. The available data suggest that electronic commerce is growing, albeit more slowly than originally envisaged, but still accounts for a relatively small proportion of overall sales. For the few countries that currently measure the value of Internet or electronic sales, total Internet sales in 2000-01 ranged between 0.2% and 2% of total sales. In the fourth quarter of 2002, 1.65% of all retail sales in the United States were carried out through computer-mediated networks, up from 1.3% in the fourth quarter of 2001. Sales via EDI (electronic data interchange) are generally higher than sales via the Internet, with almost all countries reporting EDI sales to be at least twice as high as Internet sales.
In 2000, electronic sales (including those over all computer-mediated networks) were over 13% in Sweden.

There are many other indicators that point to the role of ICT in different OECD economies, most of which are available in a separate OECD study (OECD, 2002a). In practice, the different indicators are closely correlated and tend to point to the same countries as having the highest rate of diffusion of ICT. These typically are the United States, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, the Nordic countries and the Netherlands. From this perspective, it is likely that the largest economic impacts of ICT should also be found in these countries.

The diffusion of ICT in OECD countries has been relatively rapid compared to some other technologies, although technological diffusion typically takes considerable time. For example, over 90% of firms with more than ten employees in Denmark, Japan, Finland and Sweden had Internet access in 2001, only six years after the introduction of the World Wide Web in 1995 (OECD, 2002a). Certain recent ICT technologies (such as the Internet) have thus already reached a large proportion of potential users only a few years after their introduction. Other ICT technologies (such as broadband) are in an earlier stage of the diffusion process, however.

The diffusion of ICT continues across OECD economies, despite the current slowdown. The share of ICT investment in total capital formation grew rapidly until 2000, and remained at a high share of investment even in 2001 and 2002, suggesting that ICT investment has not been affected disproportionally by the slowdown compared with other types of investment. Evidence for the United States shows that ICT investment was among the first areas of investment to recover in 2002 (BEA, 2003). The continued diffusion of ICT can also be observed in other areas (Figure 1.6). For example, the number of secure servers continued to grow between July 2001 and December 2002, as did the number of broadband subscribers. This rose from 33 million by the end of 2001, to 42 million by June 2002, and to more than 55 million by the end of 2002. This is not to suggest that the ICT sector is not going through a slowdown. However, large ICT networks are now in place throughout the business sector. These will have to be maintained and updated, and will increasingly be made to work and generate economic returns.

Factors affecting the diffusion of ICT

Why is the diffusion of ICT so different across OECD countries? Previous OECD work already noted several factors, such as lack of relevant skills, lack of competition, or high costs (OECD, 2001a). From a firm’s perspective, high costs are particularly important, as they affect the possible returns that a firm can extract from their investment. Firms do not only incur costs in acquiring new technologies, but also in making it effective in the workplace, and in using the
Figure 1.6. **Diffusion of key ICT technologies**

A. Producer prices of ICT equipment in the United States, 1998 = 100

B. E-commerce developments in the United States

C. Broadband connections in the OECD area (millions)

D. Secure servers per million inhabitants

technologies on a daily basis. Costs related to personnel, telecommunication charges and organisational change are therefore also important. Some evidence is available on how these factors may have affected diffusion.

A first factor concerns the costs of ICT hardware. Since ICT investment goods are traded internationally, their prices should not vary too much across OECD countries. Evidence from international price comparisons suggests otherwise, however. Over much of the 1990s, firms in the United States and Canada enjoyed considerably lower costs of ICT investment goods than firms in European countries and Japan (OECD, 2001a). The high costs in Europe and Japan may have limited investment in these countries. Barriers to trade, such as non-tariff barriers related to standards, import licensing and government procurement, may partly explain the cost differentials (OECD, 2002b). The higher price levels in certain OECD countries may also be associated with a lack of competition within countries. In time, however, international trade and competition should erode these cross-country price differences; prices of ICT investment goods in 1996 in European countries and Japan were already much closer to those in the United States than they were in 1993. By 1999, they had come down further across the OECD (OECD, 2002c). The costs of telecommunication are also important, as they affect the use of ICT in networks. This is illustrated by the take-up of the Internet in different OECD countries. Countries with lower access costs typically have a higher take-up of the Internet (Figure 1.7).

Evidence on perceived barriers to the uptake of selected ICT technologies can also be drawn from firm-level surveys of ICT use. These surveys ask firms

Figure 1.7. **Countries with low access costs have a greater diffusion of the Internet**

Internet hosts per 1 000 inhabitants, July 2001

Source: OECD (www.oecd.org/dsti/sti/it/cm) and Telcordia Technologies (www.netsizer.com).
and consumers about the barriers they face in using the Internet and electronic commerce. While these surveys currently only cover a limited number of OECD countries, some interesting patterns emerge (OECD, 2002a). As regards Internet access, lack of security and slow or unstable communications were considered the key problems in European countries (Figure 1.8). Other problems, such as lack of know-how or personnel, high costs of equipment or Internet access, were considered less of a problem. These barriers also differ by the size of firms; large firms tend to face fewer problems in getting qualified personnel or know-how than small firms. However, large firms tend to regard security issues as a more important barrier than small firms, perhaps because large firms use the Internet more actively than small firms. These barriers may also differ by activity; the perceived benefits of Internet use vary considerably across activities (and also differ across countries). Moreover, there is a considerable difference in the perceived barriers of firms that already use the Internet, and those that are considering its use. Evidence for Norway and the United Kingdom shows that “lack of security” is a much more important barrier for firms already using the Internet than for non-users, showing that the perception of barriers may change once a technology is actually used.

Survey information on the barriers to Internet commerce provides further insights (Figure 1.9). These suggest that legal uncertainties (uncertainty over payments, contracts, terms of delivery and guarantees)
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Figure 1.9. **Barriers to Internet commerce faced by businesses, 2000**

Percentage of businesses using a computer with 10 or more employees

- Uncertainty in payments
- Uncertainty concerning contracts, terms of delivery and guarantees
- Cost of developing and maintaining an e-commerce system
- Logistic problems

remain important in several countries. Business-to-consumer transactions are typically hampered by concerns about security of payment, the possibility of redress in the online environment and privacy of personal data. For business-to-business transactions, the security and reliability of systems that can link all customers and suppliers are often considered more important. Issues of system security and reliability are a major concern in Japan; almost one out of every two Japanese businesses rated viruses as the major reason for not using the Internet (Tachibana, 2000). Cost considerations remain an important issue for businesses in several countries, while logistic problems were also cited frequently.

Commercial factors were also cited by many businesses as a factor in not taking up Internet commerce. Many businesses in Finland and Spain found that Internet commerce would threaten existing sales channels. Existing transaction models or strong links with customers and suppliers along the value chain may discourage businesses from introducing new sales models. In many cases, the goods and services on offer by a particular firm were not considered suitable for Internet commerce. In Canada, among businesses that did not buy or sell over the Internet, 56% believed that their goods or services did not lend themselves to Internet transactions; 36% preferred to maintain their current business model. And firms in several countries, notably Italy, considered the market too small. Some of these considerations differ by the size of firm and the activity; large firms found logistical barriers more important than small firms did. However, barriers related to Internet payments and the costs of setting up Internet commerce did not differ in a consistent manner across OECD countries. There also differences across activities; many firms in real estate and hotels and restaurants did not consider their products and services suitable for Internet commerce, whereas only few firms in the financial sector considered this to be the case.

More elaborate analysis of this survey evidence provides further insights in the factors explaining ICT uptake. Using recent data for Switzerland, Hollenstein (2002) finds that a range of factors play a role in ICT uptake. This includes anticipated benefits of ICT adoption (e.g. improved customer orientation and lower costs) as well as the costs and obstacles to adoption (e.g. investment costs and knowledge gaps). But other factors also play a role, such as the firm’s ability to absorb knowledge (linked to human capital and experience with innovation), whether the firm has experience with related technologies, as well as international competitive pressures. Sectoral differences also played an important role. Moreover, the introduction of new work practices was found to favour the adoption of ICT.

The survey evidence outlined above already suggests that the broader business environment may play a role in firm’s decision to adopt ICT. This is further illustrated in Figures 1.10 and 1.11. While not demonstrating causality,
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**Figure 1.10. Countries that had strict product market regulations in 1998 had lower ICT investment**

Notes: The scale of indicators is 0-6, from least to most restrictive. Based on the situation in or around 1998. The components are weighted to show their relative importance in the overall indicator. Since 1998, many countries have implemented reforms in product markets.

Source: ICT investment from sources quoted in Figure 1.1; regulations from Nicoletti et al. 1999.

**Figure 1.11. Countries with strict employment protection legislation in 1998 had lower ICT investment**

Notes: The scale of indicators is 0-6, from least to most restrictive. Based on the situation in or around 1998. The components are weighted to show their relative importance in the overall indicator. Since 1998, many countries have implemented reforms in employment protection legislations.

Source: ICT investment from sources quoted in Figure 1.1; regulations from Nicoletti et al. 1999.
Figure 1.10 shows that there is a link between ICT investment as a share of total capital formation in 1998 and product market regulations, as measured by an OECD index of the state of these regulations in 1998. The graph shows that countries that had a high level of regulation in 1998 had lower shares of investment in ICT than countries with low degrees of product market regulation. This may be because product market regulations can limit competition. Competition is important in spurring ICT investment as it forces firms to seek ways to strengthen performance relative to competitors. Moreover, competition may help lower the costs of ICT, which stimulates diffusion. Product market regulations may also limit firms in the ways that they can extract benefits from their use of ICT, as it may reduce the incentives for firms to innovate and develop new ICT applications (OECD, 2002d). For example, product market regulations may limit firms’ ability to extend beyond traditional sectoral boundaries.

Figure 1.11 shows the link between ICT investment and an index of employment protection legislation for 1998. The correlation between levels of ICT investment and labour market regulations may be related to the organisational factors that are required to make ICT work; if firms cannot adjust their workforce or organisation and make ICT effective within the firm, they may decide to limit investment or relocate activities. These links between regulations and ICT investment have been confirmed through econometric analysis; Gust and Marquez (2002) find that regulations impeding workforce reorganisations and competition between firms hinder investment in ICT. Bartelsman et al. (2002), Bartelsman and Hinloopen (2002) and Devlin (2003) also confirm these findings. Chapter 3 will return to this issue.

**Diffusion in the OECD area – some conclusions**

This chapter has shown that ICT has diffused rapidly across OECD countries, and is continuing to spread despite the recent slowdown. However, large cross-country differences persist, also across firms and activities within countries. The United States, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, the Nordic countries and the Netherlands typically have the highest rate of diffusion of ICT. From this perspective, it is likely that the largest economic impacts of ICT should also be found in these countries. However, previous studies have shown that having the equipment or networks is not enough to derive economic impacts. Other factors play a role and countries with equal rates of diffusion of ICT will not necessarily have similar impacts of ICT on economic performance. In addition, it is possible to overinvest in ICT and some studies suggest that firms have sometimes over-invested in ICT in an effort to compensate for poor performance.
The chapter has pointed to several factors affecting the diffusion of ICT, namely:

- Factors related to the direct costs of ICT, e.g. the costs of ICT equipment, telecommunications or the installation of an e-commerce system.
- Costs and implementation barriers related to enabling factors, e.g. linked to the availability of know-how or qualified personnel, or the scope for organisational change.
- Factors related to risk and uncertainty, e.g. the security of doing business online or the uncertainty of payments, delivery and guarantees online.
- Factors related to the nature of the businesses. ICT is a general purpose technology, but is more appropriate for some activities than for others. ICT may not fit in all contexts and specific technologies, such as electronic commerce, may not be suited to all business models.
- Factors related to competition. A competitive environment is more likely to lead a firm to invest in ICT, as a way to strengthen performance and survive, than a more sheltered environment. Moreover, competition puts downward pressure on the costs of ICT.

These categories point to some areas that are relevant for policy development, most of which have already been the subject of OECD work over the past years. For example, measures to increase competition can help bring down costs, effective labour market and education policies may help reduce skill shortages, and risk and uncertainty may be tackled by the development of a well designed regulatory framework. Later chapters will return to these areas in more detail.

Notes

1. Aizcorbe (2002) shows that part of the decline in the prices of Intel chips can be attributed to a decline in Intel's mark-ups over the 1990s, which points to stronger competition.
2. These estimates are based on the OECD definition of the ICT sector. See OECD (2002a).
3. Health and education are also intensive ICT users but are ignored here as their output is difficult to measure.
4. Technological diffusion often follows an S-shaped curve, with slow diffusion when a technology is new and expensive, rapid diffusion once the technology is well established and prices fall, and slow diffusion once the market is saturated.
Chapter 2

The contribution of ICT to growth

Abstract. This chapter provides evidence on the impact of ICT at the macroeconomic and sectoral level. It shows that ICT investment has contributed to growth and labour productivity in all OECD countries for which data are available, but more in the United States than in any other OECD country. Moreover, rapid technological progress in the ICT-producing industry has contributed to rapid productivity growth in some OECD countries, notably the United States, Finland, Ireland, Korea and Sweden. In a few countries, notably the United States and Australia, there is also evidence that sectors that have invested much in ICT, for example wholesale and retail trade, have experienced more rapid productivity growth. These impacts of ICT on productivity have not disappeared with the recent slowdown; part of the acceleration in aggregate productivity growth in certain OECD countries, notably the United States, is structural and could continue in the years to come.
What precisely are the impacts that ICT can have on business performance and growth? In most analysis of economic growth, three effects are distinguished. First, as a capital good, investment in ICT contributes to overall capital deepening and therefore helps raise labour productivity. Second, rapid technological progress in the production of ICT goods and services may contribute to more rapid multifactor productivity (MFP) growth in the ICT-producing sector. And third, greater use of ICT may help firms increase their overall efficiency, and thus raise MFP. Moreover, greater use of ICT may contribute to network effects, such as lower transaction costs and more rapid innovation, which will improve the overall efficiency of the economy, i.e. MFP. This chapter discusses evidence from aggregate and sectoral data. The next chapter will examine evidence from firm-level studies.

**The impact of investment in ICT**

Evidence on the role of ICT investment is primarily available at the macroeconomic level, e.g. from Colecchia and Schreyer (2001) and Van Ark et al. (2002a). Both studies show that ICT has been a very dynamic area of investment, due to the steep decline in ICT prices which has encouraged investment in ICT, at times shifting investment away from other assets. While ICT investment accelerated in most OECD countries, the pace of that investment differed widely (Figure 2.1).

For the countries for which data are available, growth accounting estimates show that ICT investment typically accounted for between 0.3 and 0.8 percentage points of growth in GDP per capita over the 1995-2001 period (Figure 2.2). The United States, Australia, the Netherlands and Canada received the largest boost; Japan and United Kingdom a more modest one, and Germany, France and Italy a much smaller one. Software accounted for up to a third of the overall contribution of ICT investment to GDP growth in OECD countries (see also Colecchia and Schreyer, 2001, and Van Ark et al., 2002a).

The results of these cross-country studies have been confirmed by many studies for individual countries, which are summarised in Table 2.1. National studies may differ from the results shown in Figure 2.2, due to differences in measurement. France and the United States, for instance, use specially designed “hedonic” deflators for computer equipment: these deflators adjust prices for key quality changes induced by technological progress, like higher processing speed and greater disk capacity. They tend to show faster declines
in computer prices than conventional price indexes, and that means more rapid growth. As a result, countries that use hedonic indexes are likely to record faster real growth in investment and production of information and communications technology (ICT) than countries that do not use them. This faster real growth will translate into a larger contribution of ICT capital to growth performance. The method used in Figure 2.2 and in the work by Colecchia and Schreyer (2001) and Van Ark et al. (2002) adjusts for these differences. They are therefore more comparable than the results of individual national studies. Nevertheless, the national studies typically show the same countries as experiencing a large impact of ICT investment on growth, e.g. Australia, Canada, Korea, the United Kingdom and the United States.

The impact of ICT investment on economic growth has not ended with the recent slowdown. While ICT investment has slowed down over the past year, technological progress in the production of computers, i.e. the release of increasingly powerful computer chips, is projected to continue for the foreseeable future. Technological progress is also continuing at a rapid pace in other ICT technologies, such as communications technologies. This implies that quality-adjusted ICT prices will continue to decline, thus encouraging ICT investment and further productivity growth. The level of ICT investment is likely to be lower than that observed prior to the slowdown, however, in

Figure 2.1. The share of investment in ICT in total GDP

Percentages

1. Or latest available year.
Source: OECD estimates based on Database on Capital Services.
Figure 2.2. The contribution of investment in ICT capital to GDP growth
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1. Or latest available year, i.e. 1995-2000 for Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Japan, Netherlands, Portugal and Sweden.


particularly in the United States, as the 1995-2000 period was characterised by some one-off investment peaks, e.g. investments related to Y2K and the diffusion of the Internet (McKinsey, 2001; Gordon, 2003).

The role of ICT-producing and ICT-using sectors

Evidence on the impact of ICT can also be found from sectoral data, notably in the relative contributions of ICT-producing and ICT-using sectors to overall growth performance. The ICT-producing sector is of particular interest for several countries, as it has been characterised by very high rates of productivity growth, providing a considerable contribution to aggregate performance. Figure 2.3 shows the contribution of ICT manufacturing to productivity growth over the 1990s, distinguishing between the first half of the decade and the second half of the decade. In most OECD countries, the contribution of ICT manufacturing to overall labour productivity growth has risen over the 1990s. This can partly be attributed to more rapid technological progress in the production of certain ICT goods, such as semi-conductors, which has contributed to more rapid price declines and thus to higher growth in real volumes (Jorgenson, 2001). However, there is a large variation in the
types of ICT goods that are being produced in different OECD countries. Some countries only produce peripheral equipment, which is characterised by much slower technological progress and consequently by much less change in prices.5

ICT manufacturing made the largest contributions to aggregate productivity growth in Finland, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Sweden and the United States. In Finland, Ireland and Korea, close to 1 percentage point of aggregate productivity growth in the 1995-2001 period is due to ICT manufacturing.6 The ICT-producing services sector (telecommunications and computer services)
plays a smaller role in aggregate productivity growth, but has also been characterised by rapid progress (Figure 2.4). Partly, this is linked to the liberalisation of telecommunications markets and the high speed of technological change in this market. The contribution of this sector to overall productivity growth increased in several countries over the 1990s, notably in Canada, Finland, France, Germany and the Netherlands. Some of the growth in ICT-producing services is due to the emergence of the computer services industry, which has accompanied the diffusion of ICT in OECD countries. The development of these services has been important in implementing ICT, as the firms in these sectors offer key advisory and training services and also help develop appropriate software to be used in combination with the ICT hardware.

The ICT sector is thus only an important driver of the acceleration in productivity growth in a limited number of OECD countries, notably Finland, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Sweden and the United States. This is because only few OECD countries are specialised in those parts of ICT sector that are characterised by very rapid technological progress, e.g. the production of semiconductors and electronic computers. Indeed, much of the production of ICT
A much larger part of the economy uses ICT in the production process. Indeed, several studies have distinguished an ICT-using sector, composed of industries that are intensive users of ICT (McGuckin and Stiroh, 2001; Pilat et al., 2002). Examining the performance of these sectors over time and with sectors of the economy that do not use ICT can help point to the role of ICT in aggregate performance. Chapter 1 showed that services sectors such as finance and business services are intensive users of ICT. Figure 2.5 shows the contribution of the key ICT-using services (wholesale and retail trade, finance, insurance and business services) to aggregate productivity growth over the 1990s.
The graph suggests small improvements in the contribution of ICT-using services in Finland, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden, and substantial increases in Australia, Canada, Ireland, Mexico, the United Kingdom and United States. The strong increase in the United States is due to more rapid productivity growth in wholesale and retail trade, and in financial services (securities), and is confirmed by several other studies (e.g. McKinsey, 2001; Triplett and Bosworth, 2002). The strong increase in productivity growth in Australia has also been confirmed by other studies (Parham, 2001; Gretton et al., 2002). In some countries, ICT-using services made a negative contribution to aggregate productivity growth. This is particularly the case in Switzerland in the first half of the 1990s, resulting from poor productivity growth in the banking sector.9

Stronger growth in labour productivity in ICT-producing and ICT-using industries could simply be due to greater use of capital. Estimates of MFP growth adjust for growth in capital stock and can help show whether ICT-using sectors have indeed improved their overall efficiency in the use of capital and labour. Breaking aggregate MFP growth down in its sectoral contributions can also help show whether changes in MFP growth should be attributed to ICT manufacturing, to ICT-using sectors, or to other sectors. Figure 2.6 shows the
contribution of all activities to aggregate MFP growth for the seven countries for which estimates of capital stock at the industry level are currently available in the OECD STAN database.

Figure 2.6 shows that ICT manufacturing provided an important contribution to the acceleration in productivity growth in Finland. For ICT-using services, the MFP estimates point to growing contributions to aggregate productivity in Denmark and Finland. In several other countries, MFP growth in the ICT-using services was negative over the 1990s.

The OECD STAN database does not yet include capital stock for the United States, which implies that MFP estimates for the United States can not be derived from this source. Several studies provide estimates of the sectoral contributions to US MFP growth, however (Table 2.2). The results show considerable variation. Oliner and Sichel (2002) found no contribution of non-ICT producing industries to MFP growth; Gordon (2002) and Jorgenson, Ho and Stiroh (2002) found a relatively small contribution, while Baily (2002) and the US Council of Economic Advisors (2001) found a much more substantial contribution.10
The problem with some of the studies presented in Table 2.2 (e.g. Oliner and Sichel, 2002 and Gordon, 2002) is that all non-ICT producing sectors are combined, and the contribution of the non-ICT producing sector to aggregate MFP growth is calculated as a residual. More detailed examination for the United States suggests that this residual is indeed small, but typically made up of a positive contribution from wholesale and retail trade and financial services to MFP growth, and a negative contribution of other service sectors. A recent study by Triplett and Bosworth (2002) finds a relatively strong pick-up in MFP growth in certain parts of the US service sector. They estimated that MFP growth in wholesale trade accelerated from 1.1% annually to 2.4% annually from 1987-1995 to 1995-2000. In retail trade, the jump was from 0.4% annually to 3.0%, and in securities the acceleration was from 2.9% to 11.2%. Combined with the relatively large weight of these sectors in the economy, this translates into a considerable contribution to more rapid aggregate MFP growth of these ICT-using services.

There is therefore evidence of strong MFP growth in the United States in ICT-using services. More detailed studies suggest how these productivity changes due to ICT use in the United States could be interpreted. First, a considerable part of the pick-up in productivity growth can be attributed to retail trade, where firms such as WalMart used innovative practices, such as the appropriate use of ICT, to gain market share from its competitors (McKinsey, 2001). The larger market share for WalMart and other productive

---

Table 2.2. Accounting for the acceleration in US productivity growth, non-farm business sector
1995-2000 minus 1973-1995 (percentage points per year)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output per hour</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contributions from:

| Capital services              | 0.40                       | 0.37                      | 0.44                                  | 0.52                            |
| IT capital                    | 0.56                       | 0.60                      | 0.59                                  | 0.44                            |
| Other capital                 | −0.17                      | −0.23                     | −0.15                                 | 0.08                            |
| Labour quality                | 0.03                       | 0.01                      | 0.04                                  | −0.06                           |
| MFP growth                    | 0.46                       | 0.52                      | 0.91                                  | 0.47                            |
| Computer sector               | 0.47                       | 0.30                      | 0.18                                  | 0.27                            |
| Other MFP                     | −0.01                      | 0.22                      | 0.72                                  | 0.20                            |

Source: Gordon (2002); Jorgensen, Ho and Stiroh (2002); Oliber and Sichel (2002) updated from estimates received from Dan Sichel; Council of Economic Advisors (2001) as updated in Baily (2002).
firms raised average productivity and also forced WalMart’s competitors to improve their own performance. Among the other ICT-using services, securities accounts also for a large part of the pick-up in productivity growth in the 1990s. Its strong performance has been attributed to a combination of buoyant financial markets (i.e. large trading volumes), effective use of ICT (mainly in automating trading processes) and stronger competition (McKinsey, 2001; Baily, 2002). These impacts of ICT on MFP are therefore primarily due to efficient use of labour and capital linked to the use of ICT in the production process. They are not necessarily due to network effects, where one firms’ use of ICT has positive spillovers on the economy as a whole.

Spillover effects may also play a role, however, as ICT investment started earlier, and was stronger, in the United States than in most OECD countries (Colecchia and Schreyer, 2001; Van Ark et al., 2002a). Moreover, previous OECD work has pointed out that the US economy might be able to achieve greater benefits from ICT since it got its fundamentals right before many other OECD countries (OECD, 2001a). Indeed, the United States may have benefited first from ICT investment ahead of other OECD countries, as it already had a high level of competition in the 1980s, which it strengthened through regulatory reforms in the 1980s and 1990s. For example, early and far-reaching liberalisation of the telecommunications sector boosted competition in dynamic segments of the ICT market. The combination of sound macroeconomic policies, well functioning institutions and markets, and a competitive economic environment may thus be at the core of the US success. A recent study by Gust and Marquez (2002) confirms these results and attributes relatively low investment in ICT in European countries partly to restrictive labour and product market regulations that have prevented firms from getting sufficient returns from their investment.

The United States is not the only country where ICT use may already have had impacts on MFP growth. Studies for Australia (Parham et al., 2001; Simon and Wardrop, 2001; Gretton et al., 2002) suggest that a range of structural reforms have been important in driving the strong uptake of ICT by firms and have enabled these investments to be used in ways that generate productivity gains. This is particularly evident in wholesale and retail trade and in financial intermediation, where most of the Australian productivity gains in the second half of the 1990s have occurred.

**ICT and competitive effects**

Part of the contribution of ICT-producing industries to growth and productivity can be attributed to competitive effects, i.e. the entry of new firms. Previous OECD work has shown that aggregate productivity growth can be broken down in several components, a part due to growth within existing
Figure 2.7. **Estimated industry entry rates relative to the total business sector**

### Manufacturing

**High-technology**
- Pharmaceuticals**
- Office accounting and computing machinery***
- Radio television and communication equipment***
- Aircraft and spacecraft**

**Medium-High technology**
- Chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals
- Machinery and equipment n.e.c.
- Electrical machinery and apparatus n.e.c.
- Medical precision and optical instruments
- Motor vehicles trailers and semi-trailers
- Railroad equipment and transport equipment n.e.c.**

**Medium-Low technology**
- Coke refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel
- Rubber and plastics products
- Other non-metallic mineral products
- Basic metals*
- Fabricated metal products except machinery and equipment
- Building and repairing of ships and boats***
- Manufacturing n.e.c.; recycling

**Low technology**
- Food products beverages and tobacco
- Textiles textile products leather and footwear***
- Wood and products of wood and cork**
- Pulp paper paper products printing and publishing

### Services

- Construction
- Wholesale and retail trade; repairs
- Hotels and restaurants***
- Transport and storage
- Post and telecommunications***
- Financial intermediation except insurance and pension funding**
- Insurance and pension funding except compulsory social security***
- Activities related to financial intermediation***
- Real estate activities***
- Renting of machinery and equipment***
- Computer and related activities***
- Research and development***
- Other business activities***

* Indicates significance at 10%; ** at 5%; *** at 1%.

**Note:** The figures reported in the graph are the industry fixed-effects in an entry equation that includes country, size and time-fixed effects.

**Source:** OECD (2003b).
firms, a part due to the entry of new firms and the exit of declining firms, and a part due to more productive firms gaining market shares. The importance of these components differs considerably between industries (Scarpetta et al., 2002). In ICT-related manufacturing industries, the entry of new firms is particularly important, more so than in other manufacturing sectors (Figure 2.7). ICT-related services industries, such as post and telecommunications and computer services, also tend to have high entry rates, confirming that new firms play an important role in industries characterised by rapid technological change.

The dynamic character of the ICT-producing sector (and of other high-technology industries) is also visible in the rapid employment expansion of new firms in these industries (Figure 2.8). New entrants in these sectors – once they survive – grew much more rapidly than firms in other parts of the economy. Firms in the United States typically grow more rapidly than firms in other OECD countries, however (Scarpetta et al., 2002). Figures 2.7 and 2.8 both confirm that newly created firms have provided an important contribution to growth in the ICT sector.

The OECD work on firm turnover also pointed to important differences between Europe and the United States. Compared with the European Union, the United States is characterised by: i) a smaller (relative to the industry average) size of entering firms; ii) a lower labour productivity level of entrants relative to the average incumbent; and iii) a much stronger (employment) expansion of successful entrants in the initial years which enable them to reach a higher average size. These differences in firms’ performance can only partly be explained by statistical factors or differences in the business cycle (see Bartelsman et al., 2002 for more details), and seem to indicate a greater degree of experimentation amongst entering firms in the United States. US firms take higher risks in adopting new technology and opt for potentially higher results, whereas European firms take fewer risks and opt for more predictable outcomes. This is likely related to differences in the business environment between the two regions; the US business environment permits greater experimentation as barriers to entry and exit are relatively low, in contrast to many European countries. The next chapter returns to this issue, as it proves to be of relevance in the adoption of ICT.

The impact of ICT on aggregate productivity growth

The evidence presented above shows that ICT has had considerable impacts on productivity growth in the second half of the 1990s, and into 2001. These effects are threefold:

1. In several countries with strong growth performance, notably Australia, Canada and the United States, investment in ICT capital has supported
2. The contribution of ICT to growth

The available evidence suggests that these impacts have not disappeared with the slowdown, as ICT investment is slowly recovering.

2. In a number of countries, notably Finland, Ireland and Korea, ICT production has provided an important contribution to aggregate labour and multi-factor productivity growth.

3. In a number of OECD countries, notably Australia and the United States, there is evidence that sectors that have invested heavily in ICT, notably service sectors such as distribution and financial services, have been able to achieve more rapid MFP growth. This link between ICT use and MFP growth is also visible at the aggregate level; countries that have invested most in ICT in the 1990s have often also seen the largest increase in MFP growth over the 1990s (Figure 2.9).

A key question is the extent to which these effects are still visible in aggregate productivity growth now the economies of many OECD countries have slowed down and as parts of the ICT sector have entered a down-turn. While aggregate trends in productivity are influenced by a range of factors (OECD, 2001a), ICT is commonly considered to have contributed to a structural improvement in certain OECD countries, notably those where ICT is

---

**Figure 2.8.** Net employment gains amongst surviving firms in high-tech industries, 1990

Net employment gains as a percentage of initial employment

![Net employment gains amongst surviving firms](image_url)

considered to be important, e.g. Australia and the United States. Figure 2.10 shows the available evidence for key OECD countries as regards changes in labour productivity, measured as GDP per hour worked.

The top panel of Figure 2.10 shows that a limited number of OECD countries substantially increased labour productivity growth from the 1980s to the 1990s, including Australia, Canada, Denmark, Ireland, Sweden and the United States. Some of the large OECD economies, notably France, Germany, Italy and Japan experienced a substantially decline in labour productivity growth over this period. The bottom panel of the graph shows the developments in labour productivity growth over the first half of the 1990s compared with the second half. The results indicate that labour productivity growth in Australia, Ireland and the United States continued to improve over the 1990s. In several other OECD countries, cyclical conditions improved from the first to the second half of the 1990s and some countries, including France and Germany, experienced more rapid labour productivity growth over this period.11

A more detailed look at the data for the most recent years shows that in most OECD countries, labour productivity growth dropped sharply in 2001, as output growth in the OECD area slowed down. In some countries, such as Australia and Ireland, however, labour productivity growth continued to be strong in 2001. In both Canada and the United States, labour productivity growth picked up in 2002 after a dip in 2001 (Figure 2.11).
2. THE CONTRIBUTION OF ICT TO GROWTH

Figure 2.10. **Changes in GDP per hour worked in OECD countries, 1980-2001**

(a) Annual compound growth rates, in percentages, 1980-90 versus 1990-2001

1. Estimates for the 1980s are only available for 18 OECD countries, reflecting the availability of data on hours worked.

Source: OECD; GDP and employment based on OECD Economic Outlook database, hours worked from OECD Employment Outlook.

(b) Annual compound growth rates, in percentages, 1990-95 versus 1995-2001
Estimates of multifactor productivity growth are not available for many countries for the most recent years, as estimates of capital services are typically only available with some delay. Recent estimates of trends in MFP growth for a broad range of OECD countries are shown in Figure 2.12. These estimates confirm the evidence in previous OECD work, i.e. a structural improvement in MFP growth from the 1980s to the 1990s in Australia, Canada, Ireland, the Nordic countries, New Zealand and the United States.

The aggregate productivity trends therefore continue to point to a structural improvement in productivity growth in certain OECD countries, e.g. Australia, Canada and the United States, all countries that are among the key examples of ICT-led growth. This suggests that the impacts of ICT on productivity could continue in the years to come and that ICT remains a key factor for overall growth performance.
Figure 2.12. **Trends in MFP growth, 1980-90 versus 1990-2000**

Business sector, percentage change at annual rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries where trend MFP improved</th>
<th>Countries where trend MFP declined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Austria, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes

1. The estimates in Figure 2.2 differ from those released in prior OECD work (notably Colecchia and Schreyer, 2001) due to data revisions in OECD countries, updates to the series, the change from estimates for the business sector to those for the economy as a whole, and some minor methodological changes that are discussed in Schreyer et al. (2003).

2. Although not necessarily to more rapid growth for the economy as a whole. See Schreyer (2001).


4. US computer prices have declined less since 1999 than they did between 1995 and 1999, which seems partly linked to reduced competitive pressure in the production of computer chips (McKinsey, 2001).

5. The large product variety also affects productivity comparisons. Some countries, such as the United States, use hedonic price indexes to capture rapid quality changes in the ICT-producing sector. This typically raises productivity growth for these sectors compared to countries that do not use these methods. However, the US hedonic price index can not simply be used (or adapted) for other countries, as the quality changes that are implicit in the US price index for ICT manufacturing may not be appropriate for a country producing only computer terminals or peripheral equipment. See Pilat et al., 2002, for details.

6. Data for 2001 show a sharp slowdown in ICT production in Finland, and consequently a decline in the contribution of this sector to aggregate productivity growth.

7. A more systematic method would be to examine the link between ICT use and productivity performance by industry. However, estimates of ICT capital by industry are currently only available for some countries.

8. Certain manufacturing industries, e.g. printing and publishing, are also intensive users of ICT. These are not distinguished here, as the discussion has typically focused more on ICT use in services. Van Ark et al. (2002b) provides evidence on productivity growth in ICT-using manufacturing.

9. Poor measurement of productivity in financial services may be partly to blame. The OECD is currently working with member countries to improve methods to capture productivity growth in this sector.

10. The differences between the various US studies are partly due to the data sources and methodology used, as well as the timing of various studies.

11. The estimates shown here are not adjusted for the business cycle. Previous OECD work suggested that the conclusions did not change much when trend-adjusted estimates of productivity growth were used in the analysis (see Scarpetta et al., 2000).
Chapter 3

ICT and firm-level performance

Abstract. This chapter provides evidence on the contribution of ICT use to business performance, based on detailed firm-level studies. It demonstrates that the use of ICT indeed contributes to improved business performance, but only when it is complemented by other investments and actions at the firm level, such as changes in the organisation of work and changes in workers skills. The chapter also shows that ICT is no panacea; investment in ICT does not compensate for poor management, lack of skills, lack of competition, or a low ability to innovate. Not all firms will therefore succeed in generating returns from their ICT investments; many will fail. In addition, drawing the benefits from ICT investment takes time. Moreover, there are important cross-country differences in firms’ use of ICT. Firms in the United States are characterised by a much higher degree of experimentation in their use of ICT than European firms; they take higher risks and opt for potentially higher outcomes.
Does ICT use matter?

The previous chapter has shown that ICT investment contributed to growth in most OECD countries in the 1990s, and that ICT production contributed to growth in some OECD countries. It also showed that ICT-using industries in the United States and Australia experienced a strong increase in productivity growth in the second half of the 1990s, partly due to their use of ICT. Few other countries have thus far experienced similar productivity gains in ICT-using services, although some aggregate evidence also suggests that the growth in MFP may be linked to the productivity-enhancing benefits from the use of ICT. Nevertheless, much of the current interest in ICT is linked to the potential economic benefits arising from its use in the production process. If the rise in MFP due to ICT were only a reflection of rapid technological progress in the production of computers, semi-conductors and related products and services, there would not be effects of ICT use on MFP in countries that are not already producers of ICT. For ICT to have benefits on MFP in countries that do not produce ICT goods, the use of ICT would need to be beneficial too.

The strongest evidence for the impact of ICT use comes from firm-level evidence, however. ICT use may have several impacts at this level. For example, the effective use of ICT may help firms gain market share at the cost of less productive firms, which could raise overall productivity. In addition, the use of ICT may help firms expand their product range, customise the services offered, or respond better to client demand; in short, to innovate. Moreover, ICT may help reduce inefficiency in the use of capital and labour, e.g. by reducing inventories. These effects might all lead to higher productivity growth. These, and related, effects have long been difficult to capture in empirical studies, contributing to the so-called “productivity paradox”. However, a growing number of firm-level studies provide evidence on such impacts, suggesting that the productivity paradox has largely been solved (Box 3.1).

The diffusion of ICT may also have impacts that go beyond individual firms as it may help establish ICT networks, which produce greater benefits (the so-called spillover effects) the more customers or firms are connected to the network. For example, the spread of ICT may reduce transaction costs, which can lead to a more efficient matching of supply and demand, and enable the growth of new markets that were not feasible before. Increased use of ICT may also lead to greater scope and efficiency in the creation of knowledge, which can lead to an increase in productivity (Bartelsman and...
Box 3.1. **The productivity paradox – has it been solved?**

The Solow paradox, attributed to economist Robert Solow, who once observed that computers are everywhere except in the productivity data, was appropriate during much of the 1980s and early 1990s, when the rapid diffusion of computing technology seemed to have little impact on productivity growth (Solow, 1987). Many studies in the 1970s and 1980s showed negative or zero impacts of investment in ICT on productivity. Many of these focused on labour productivity, which made the findings surprising as investment in ICT adds to the productive capital stock and should thus, in principle, contribute to labour productivity growth. Later studies did find some evidence of a positive impact of ICT on labour productivity. Some also found evidence that ICT capital had larger impacts on labour productivity than other types of capital, suggesting that there might be spillovers from ICT investment.

Studies over the past decade have pointed to several factors that contributed to the productivity paradox. First, some of the benefits of ICT were not picked up in the productivity statistics (Triplett, 1999). This is mainly a problem in the service sector, where most ICT investment occurs. For instance, the improved convenience of financial services due to automated teller machines (ATMs) is only counted as an improvement in the quality of financial services in some OECD countries. Similar problems exist for other activities such as insurance, business services and health services. ICT may have aggravated the problems of measuring productivity, as it allows greater customisation, differentiation and innovation in the services provided, most of which is difficult to capture in statistical surveys. Progress towards improved measurement has been made in some sectors and some OECD countries, but this remains an important problem in examining the impact of ICT on performance.

A second reason is that the benefits of ICT use might have taken a considerable time to emerge, as did the impacts of other key technologies, such as electricity. The diffusion of new technologies is often slow and firms can take a long time to adjust to them, e.g. in changing organisational arrangements, upgrading the workforce or inventing and implementing effective business processes. Moreover, assuming ICT raises MFP in part via the networks it provides; it takes time to build networks that are sufficiently large to have an effect on the economy. ICT has diffused very rapidly in many OECD countries in the 1990s and many recent empirical studies find a larger impact of ICT on economic performance than studies that were carried out with data for the 1970s or 1980s.
Hinloopen, 2002). These spillover effects would drive a wedge between the impacts of ICT that can be observed at the firm level and those at the sectoral or aggregate level. Combining these three levels of information, as is done in this study, helps to shed light on this issue. This chapter examines the evidence on the role of ICT use on the basis of firm-level evidence. The next section summarises evidence on the impact of ICT on firm performance, whereas the third section examines the factors that affect the adoption of ICT and the size of ICT’s impact on firm performance. Section four explores some evidence on cross-country differences at the firm level, whereas a final section looks at the link between firm-level evidence and more aggregate data.

**The impacts of ICT at the firm level**

A number of studies have summarised the early literature on ICT, productivity and firm performance (e.g. Brynjolfsson and Yang, 1996). Many of these studies found no, or a negative, impact of ICT on productivity. Most of these studies also primarily focused on labour productivity and the return to computer use, not on MFP or other impacts of ICT on business performance. Moreover, most of these studies used private sources, since official sources were not yet available (see Annex II). Recent work by statistical offices, using official data, has provided many new insights in the role of ICT. To help guide this work with firm-level data, OECD worked closely with an expert group, composed of researchers and statisticians from 13 OECD countries (Box 3.2). This group worked with the OECD Secretariat to generate further evidence on
3. ICT AND FIRM-LEVEL PERFORMANCE

Box 3.2. **Participants in the OECD firm-level project on ICT and business performance**

This study was conducted by the OECD Directorate for Science, Technology and Industry in co-operation with experts from 13 member countries. The main contacts were:

**Australia**: Dean Parham and Paul Gretton (Productivity Commission), Sheridan Roberts (Australian Bureau of Statistics).

**Canada**: John Baldwin (Statistics Canada).

**Denmark**: Peter Bøegh Nielsen (Statistics Denmark).

**Finland**: Petri Rouvinen (ETLA – Research Institute of the Finnish Economy) and Mika Maliranta (ETLA and Statistics Finland).

**France**: Thomas Heckel (INSEE).

**Germany**: Thomas Hempell (ZEW Centre for European Economic Research).

**Italy**: Fabiola Riccardini, Carlo DeGregorio and Alessandro Zeli (ISTAT), Carlo Milana (ISAE – Institute of Studies for Economic Planning).

**Japan**: Kazuyuki Motohashi (Research Institute of Economy, Trade and Industry and Hitosubashi University).

**Netherlands**: Eric Bartelsman (Free University of Amsterdam), George van Leeuwen and Henry van der Wiel (CPB Netherlands Bureau of Economic Policy Analysis).

**Sweden**: Anders Wiberg (IPTS – Swedish Institute for Growth Policy Studies) and Anders Hintze (Statistics Sweden).

**Switzerland**: Maja Huber (Swiss Federal Statistical Office) and Heinz Hollenstein (KOF – Institute for Business Cycle Research).

**United Kingdom**: Tony Clayton and Kathryn Waldron (Office for National Statistics), Jonathan Haskel and Chiara Criscuolo (University of London).

**United States**: B.K. Atrostic and Ron Jarmin (Center for Economic Studies, US Bureau of the Census) and Patricia Buckley (US Department of Commerce).

the link between ICT and business performance. Their work and that of other researchers is reported in the remainder of this chapter.

**The use of ICT and advanced technologies is positively linked to firm performance**

There is evidence from many firm-level studies, and for many OECD countries, that ICT use has a positive impact on firm performance. These impacts can vary. Figure 3.1 illustrates a typical finding from many firm-level
studies that ICT-using firms have better productivity performance. It shows that Canadian firms that used either one or more ICT technologies had a higher level of productivity than firms that did not use these technologies. Moreover, the gap between technology-using firms and other firms increased between 1988 and 1997, as technology-using firms increased relative productivity compared to non-users. The graph also suggests that some ICT technologies are more important in enhancing productivity than other technologies; communication network technologies being particularly important. Figure 3.2 illustrates another important finding, based on findings from Australian firm-level data (Gretton et al., 2002). It shows that the use of computers has a positive effect on MFP growth in the mid-1990s, i.e. before the peak in ICT investment, with considerable variation across industries.

The evidence shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 is confirmed by many other studies (Box 3.3) that also point to other impacts of ICT on economic performance. For example, firms using ICT typically pay higher wages. In addition, the studies show that the use of ICT does not guarantee success; many of the firms that improved performance thanks to their use of ICT were
already experiencing better performance than the average firm. Moreover, the benefits of ICT appear to depend on sector-specific effects and are not found in equal measure in all sectors.

**ICT can help firms to gain market share**

There is also evidence that ICT can help firms in the competitive process. For the United States, Doms et al. (1995) found that increases in the capital intensity of the product mix and in the use of advanced manufacturing technologies were positively correlated with plant expansion and negatively with plant exit. For Canada, Baldwin et al. (1995a) found that establishments using advanced technologies gained market share at the expense of non-users. Technology users also enjoyed a significant labour productivity advantage over non-users, except for establishments that only used fabrication and assembly technologies. Relative labour productivity grew fastest in establishments using inspection and communications technologies and in those able to combine and integrate technologies across the different stages of the production process. Technology users were also able to offer higher wages than non-users.
Box 3.3. **The impacts of ICT on firm performance – selected studies**

Evidence on the impacts of ICT on firm performance can be found in many studies. For example, a study for the United States using data from technology surveys (Doms et al., 1997) found that the most technologically advanced plants paid higher wages prior to adopting new technologies and were more productive, both prior to and after the adoption of advanced technologies. Another study (McGuckin et al., 1998), found that firms that use advanced technologies exhibit higher productivity, even when controlling for factors such as size, age, capital intensity, labour force skills, industry and region. More productive plants used a wider range of advanced technologies and used them more intensively than other plants. The study also found that while the use of advanced technologies can help improve productivity, plants that perform well were more likely to use advanced technologies than those that performed poorly. Moreover, the process of technology adoption was not smooth and characterised by substantial experimentation in the choice of technology.

More recent studies for the United States focused more on ICT and broadly confirmed these findings. Stolarick (1999a, 1999b) used IT investment data from the Annual Survey of Manufactures to explore the link between IT spending and productivity in manufacturing. Stolarick (1999a) found a positive relationship between IT spending and productivity, but one that varied between industries, and concluded that industry mix was thus an important explanatory factor driving aggregate findings. Stolarick (1999b) found that low productivity plants sometimes spend more on IT than high productivity plants, in an effort to compensate for poor productivity performance.

The evidence is not restricted to the United States. For France, Greenan and Mairesse (1996) matched firm data with data from surveyed employees on computer utilisation. They found very significant and positive effects linking computer use and labour productivity. In a more recent study, Crepon and Heckel (2000) used data on ICT investment at the firm and found that the effects of computer diffusion on growth were concentrated in a number of industries. In a more recent study, Biscoup et al. (2002) used firm-level data to focus on the impact of the decline in computer prices on marginal costs and the demand for labour and skills. They found that the fall in the price of computers is associated with an upward shift in the demand for skilled workers and a negative shift in the demand for unskilled workers. This effect was specific to computers and could not be found for other types of capital. The study found a high elasticity for computers, which may be due to inputs such as organisational change or embodied technology.
Box 3.3. **The impacts of ICT on firm performance – selected studies (cont.)**

For Italy, Milana and Zeli (2001) investigated how ICT affects production performance and technical efficiency. They found a correlation between ICT and technical efficiency in the majority of industrial sectors considered. In general, positive correlations were found in all four groups of industries defined on the basis of R&D intensity of production. De Gregorio (2002) found that micro-enterprises, i.e. enterprises with fewer than 10 employees, that had high ICT endowments tended to be characterised by higher innovation, R&D, training, strong inter-enterprise relations, higher productivity and higher earnings. De Panizza et al. (2002) found that ICT adoption in Italy was associated with previous performance of the firm.

A larger number of studies have been carried out for Canada. Baldwin and Diverty (1995) linked panel data from the Census of Manufacturers to data from a technology survey. They found that plant size and plant growth were closely related to the incidence and intensity of technology use, an indication that technology use is closely linked to the “success” of a plant. Another study (Baldwin et al. 1999) provided an intertemporal perspective on the use of these advanced technologies on the basis of the 1989, 1993 and 1998 technology use surveys for Canada. Among its findings are that increased use of advanced communications technologies in the 1993-1998 period was linked to the facts that these plants had superior performance in the 1980s. Moreover, foreign-owned plants had higher rates of technology adoption than domestic-owned plants in 1989 with the gap widening from 1989 to 1993. In addition, industries that innovated with regards to machinery and equipment or intermediate products that are diffused to other sectors tended to make greater use of advanced technology, suggesting that these two go hand in hand.

Bartelsman et al. (1996) used data from a technology use survey in the Netherlands. The study found that adoption of advanced technology is associated with higher labour productivity, higher export intensity, and larger size. Firms that employed advanced technologies in 1992 had higher productivity and employment growth in the preceding period.

In a more recent study for Canada, Baldwin and Sabourin (2002) found that a considerable amount of market share was transferred from declining firms to growing firms over a decade. At the same time, the growers increased their productivity relative to the declining firms. Those technology users that were using communications technologies or that combined technologies from several different technology classes increased their relative productivity the most. In turn, gains in relative productivity were accompanied by gains in
market share. Other factors that were associated with gains in market share were the presence of R&D facilities and other innovative activities.

**Computer networks play a key role**

Some ICT technologies may be more important to strengthen firm performance than others. Computer networks may be particularly important, as they allow a firm to outsource certain activities, to work closer with customers and suppliers, and to better integrate activities throughout the value chain (Atrostic and Gates, 2001). These technologies are often considered to be associated with network or spillover effects.

In recent years, more data have become available on this technology. For the United States, Atrostic and Nguyen (2002) were the first in linking computer network use (both EDI and Internet) to productivity. The study found that average labour productivity was higher in plants with networks and that the impact of networks was positive and significant after controlling for several production factors and plant characteristics. Networks were estimated to increase labour productivity by roughly 5%, depending on the model specification. Atrostic et al. (2002) confirmed these findings.

Similar work has been carried out for Japan. Motohashi (2001) used the Basic Survey on Business Structure and Activities, which provides information about the networks being used by the firm, certain organisational characteristics of the firm (e.g. the degree of outsourcing), and the occupational structure of the firm. He found that the impact of direct business operation networks, such as production and logistic control systems, on productivity was much clearer than that of back office supporting systems, such as human resource management and management planning systems. Firms with networks were also found to have a larger share of white-collar workers and to outsource more production activities. Atrostic et al. (2002) also provided evidence for Japan and found that both interfirm and intrafirm networks are correlated with higher MFP levels in firms. Open networks, such as the Internet, as well as EDI networks, were particularly important.

Work in Germany has also focused on computer networks. Bertschek and Fryges (2002) were one of the first studies to examine the decision to implement business-to-business (B2B) electronic commerce. They showed that skills and firm size both have a positive and significant impact on e-commerce use. International competition, as measured by exports, also affects the decision to implement B2B, as does the firm’s previous use of EDI. The most significant effect is linked to networks; the more firms in an industry that already use B2B, the more likely it is that the firm will also implement B2B. For the United Kingdom, Criscuolo and Waldron (2003) examined the role of computer networks using a similar approach as Atrostic.
and Nguyen (2002). They found that the use of networks had an important impact on productivity growth, but primarily through electronic purchasing, not through selling. This result confirms that networks can help firms improve the management of their supply chain.

**Firms in the services sector also benefit from ICT**

The work with firm-level data is also broadening to the services sector, where ICT use is more widespread than in manufacturing. For example, Doms, Jarmin and Klimek (2002) constructed a new linked dataset for US retail trade, bringing together a range of different sources. The study’s results show that growth in the US retail sector involved the displacement of traditional retailers by sophisticated retailers introducing new technologies and processes, thus confirming the sectoral evidence on the US distribution sector discussed in Chapter 2.

The impacts of ICT on performance in different sectors of the economy may also be linked to the specific technologies that are being used in different sectors. Figure 3.3 presents evidence for the United Kingdom, which suggests that financial intermediation is the sector most likely to use network
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**Figure 3.3. Use of ICT network technologies by activity, United Kingdom, 2000**

Percentage of all firms, business weighted

1. Broadband includes xDSL and all other broadband connections.

technologies, including broadband technology, and also the sector to use combinations of network technologies. The combination of several network technologies shows that these sectors are intensive users of information and thus have the greatest scope to benefit from ICT.

There is also growing evidence for other OECD countries that ICT can be beneficial to service sector performance. For Germany, Hempell (2002a) showed significant productivity effects of ICT in the German service sector. Experience gained from past process innovations helped firms to make ICT investments more productive. ICT investment may thus have contributed to growing productivity differences between firms, and potentially also between countries. A comparative study for Germany and the Netherlands (Hempell et al., 2002) confirmed the link between ICT and innovation in the German service sector, and also found such a link for the services sector of the Netherlands. Moreover, the study found that ICT capital had a significant impact on productivity in the Netherlands’ services sector. In another study for the Netherlands, Broersma and McGuckin (2000) found that computer investments have a positive impact on productivity and that the impact is greater in retail than in wholesale trade. The study also found that flexible employment practices in retail trade were related to computer use. For Australia, Gretton et al. (2002) found positive impacts of ICT use on labour and MFP growth in several services sectors, in both sectoral and firm-level analysis.

Factors that affect the impact of ICT

The evidence summarised above suggests that the use of ICT does have impacts on firm performance, but primarily, or only, when accompanied by other changes and investments. Early studies on the rates of return to ICT investment suggested that the returns to ICT were relatively high compared to other investments in fixed assets. This is now commonly attributed to the fact that ICT investment is accompanied by other expenditures, which are not necessarily counted as investment. This includes expenditure on skills and organisational change. This is also confirmed by many empirical studies that suggest that ICT primarily affects firms where skills have been improved and organisational changes have been introduced. The role of these complementary factors is also raised in the literature on co-invention (Bresnahan and Greenstein, 1996), which argues that users help make investment in technologies, such as ICT, more valuable through their own experimentation and invention. Without this process of “co-invention”, which often has a slower pace than technological invention, the economic impact of ICT may be limited. The firm-level evidence also suggests that the uptake and impact of ICT differs across firms, varying according to size of firm, age of the
firm, activity, etc. This section looks at some of this evidence and discusses the main complementary factors for ICT investment.

**ICT use is complementary to skills**

A substantial number of longitudinal studies address the interaction between technology and human capital, and their joint impact on productivity performance (Bartelsman and Doms, 2000). Although few longitudinal databases include data on worker skills or occupations, some address human capital through wages, arguing that wages are positively correlated with worker skills. For the United States, Krueger (1993) used cross-sectional data and found that workers using computers were better paid than those that do not use computers. Dunne and Schmitz (1995) found that workers employed in establishments that use advanced technologies also paid higher wages. Doms et al. (1997) found no correlation between technology adoption and wages, however, and concluded that technologically advanced plants paid higher wages both before and after the adoption of new technologies. A more recent study by Luque and Miranda (2000) found that technological change in US manufacturing was skill-biased.

For France, some studies are also available. The French data include details about worker characteristics, which allow more detailed analysis. Entorf and Kramarz (1998) linked a variety of official INSEE statistics to examine the interaction between computer use and wages. They found that computer-based technologies are often used by workers with higher skills. These workers became more productive when they got more experience in using these technologies. The introduction of new technologies also contributed to a small increase in wage differentials within firms. Caroli and Van Reenen (1999) found that French plants that introduce organisational change were more likely to reduce their demand for unskilled workers than those that did not. Shortages in skilled workers might therefore reduce the probability of organisational changes. Greenan et al. (2001) also found evidence of a skill bias in the use of computers. They examined the late 1980s and early 1990s and found strong positive correlations between indicators of computerisation and research on the one hand, and productivity, average wages and the share of administrative managers on the other hand. They also found negative correlations between these indicators and the share of blue-collar workers.

For the United Kingdom, Haskel and Heden (1999) used the UK's Annual Respondents Database (ARD) together with a set of data on computerisation. They found that computerisation reduces the demand for manual workers, even when controlling for endogeneity, human capital upgrading and technological opportunities. Caroli and Van Reenen (1999) found evidence for the United Kingdom that human capital, technology and organisational
change are complementary, and that organisational change reduced the demand for unskilled workers.

Studies for Canada also point to the complementarity between technology and skills. For example, Baldwin et al. (1995b) found that use of advanced technology was associated with a higher level of skill requirements. In Canadian plants using advanced technologies, this often led to a higher incidence of training. They also found that firms adopting advanced technologies increased their expenditure on education and training. A follow-up study (Baldwin et al., 1997) found that plants using advanced technologies paid higher wages to reward the higher skills required to operate these technologies. A more recent study (Sabourin, 2001) found that establishments adopting advanced technologies often reported labour shortages of scientists, engineers and technical specialists. However, the most technologically advanced establishments were often able to address these shortages.

For Australia, Gretton et al. (2002) found that the positive benefits of ICT use on MFP growth were typically linked to the level of human capital and the skill base within firms, as well as firms’ experience in innovation, their application of advanced business practices and the intensity of organisational change within firms. For Germany, Falk (2001b; 2001c) found that firms with a higher diffusion of ICT employed a larger fraction of workers with a university degree as well as ICT specialists. A greater penetration of ICT was negatively related to the share of both medium and low-skilled workers.

The majority of these micro-level studies thus confirm the complementarity between technology and skills in improving productivity performance. Many also found that computers are a skill-biased technology, i.e. increasing the demand for skilled workers and reducing the demand for unskilled workers. This relationship can also be discerned at the aggregate level, although the causality is not clear; countries with a high share of highly skilled ICT workers in total occupations have had higher investment in ICT than those with fewer highly skilled ICT workers (Figure 3.4).

A few studies have also looked at other worker-related impacts. For example, Luque and Miranda (2000) found that the skill-biased technological change associated with the uptake of advanced technologies also affects worker mobility. The larger the number of advanced technologies adopted by a plant, the higher is the probability of exit of the worker. Their interpretation is that workers at technologically advanced plants have higher unobserved ability, and therefore can get a higher opportunity wage when they exit. This finding has been confirmed in other studies for both France and the United States (Entorf and Kramarz, 1997; Doms et al., 1997). The other mechanism at work is that less skilled workers tend to be pushed to plants that are less technologically advanced.
Organisational change is key to making ICT work

Closely linked to human capital is the role of organisational change. Studies typically find that the greatest benefits from ICT are realised when ICT investment is combined with other organisational changes, such as new strategies, new business processes and practices, and new organisational structures. In the past, workers were required to perform specialised tasks within the framework of standardised production processes. In today’s economy, they are often given responsibilities in different domains, for which multiple skills and the ability to work in teams are required. This phenomenon is reflected in the large variety of new work practices that are being implemented by firms. These include, inter alia, teamwork, flatter management structures, and employee involvement and suggestion schemes. The common element among these practices is that they entail a greater degree of responsibility of individual workers regarding the content of their work and, to some extent, a greater proximity between management and labour. Because such organisational change tends to be firm-specific, empirical studies show on average a positive return to ICT investment, but with a huge variation across organisations.

Several US studies with official statistics have addressed ICT’s link to human capital and organisational change. Black and Lynch (2001) found that the implementation of human resource practices is important for productivity, e.g. giving employees greater voice in decision-making, profit-sharing mechanisms and new industrial relations practices. Unionised firms that adopt these practices were found to have higher productivity than firms...
that were not unionised, while unionised firms that did not adopt these practices had lower productivity. They also found that productivity was higher in firms with a large proportion of non-managerial employees that use computers. In another study, Black and Lynch (2000) found that firms that re-engineered their workplaces to incorporate high-performance practices experienced higher productivity and higher wages. A positive and significant relationship was also found between the proportion of non-managers using computers and productivity. Capelli and Carter (2000) examined the determinants of wage outcomes and found that higher wages were associated with computer use and teamwork. This was particularly the case with frontline workers who are often the target of high-performance work practices.

For Germany, Bertschek and Kaiser (2001) explored the impact of ICT and organisational change on performance. They found that changes in human resource practices, such as the enhancement of teamwork and the flattening of hierarchies, did not significantly affect firm’s output elasticities with respect to ICT capital, non-ICT capital and labour. The study also found no evidence of significant differences in returns to scale. It did, however, find that the introduction of organisational changes raised overall labour productivity. Studies in Germany have also explored the link between ICT use, organisational change and human capital. Falk (2001a) used results from the 1995 and 1997 Mannheim Innovation Panel in Services (MIP-S). He found that the introduction of ICT and the share of training expenditures were important drivers of organisational changes, such as the introduction of total quality management, lean administration, flatter hierarchies and delegation of authority. The study found that organisational changes had a positive impact on actual employment and on expected employment, apart from unskilled groups. The prospects for such organisational changes may be affected by policy barriers, however. In a 2000 survey of German firms, more than 23% of firms outside the ICT sector cited legal restrictions as a barrier to the adoption of ICT and 19% of non-ICT firms mentioned internal resistance within the firm as a barrier to uptake (Hempell et al., 2002).

For France, Greenan and Guellec (1998) found that the use of advanced technologies and the skills of the workforce were both positively linked to organisational variables. Organisations that enabled communication within the firm and that innovated at the organisational level seemed better able to create the conditions for a successful uptake of advanced technologies. Moreover, these changes also seemed to increase the ability of firms to adjust to changing market conditions through technological innovation and the reduction of inventories.

For the United Kingdom, Caroli and Van Reenen (1999) used the Workplace Industrial Relations Survey, which included questions about the introduction of micro-electronic technology and organisational change. The
study found that organisational change, technology and skills were complementary. More specifically, it found that organisational change reduced the demand for unskilled workers; that such change was retarded by increases in regional skill price differentials; and that organisational change had the largest productivity impacts in establishments with larger initial skill endowments. For the Netherlands, Broersma and McGuckin (2000) also found that computer use was linked to the introduction of flexible employment practices, e.g. greater use of temporary and part-time workers.

For Switzerland, Arvantis (2003) investigated the influence of ICT, new practices of workplace organisation, formal education and job-related training on firm productivity. The econometric results show that ICT and human capital are positively correlated with productivity; the effect of organisation is also positive but not statistically significant. Moreover, firms with a high share of highly skilled employees are those with a high productivity of ICT; new organisational practices did not seem to contribute to a higher productivity of either ICT or human capital.

**Firm size and age affect the impact of ICT**

A substantial number of studies have looked at the relationship between ICT and firm size. This relationship can go in different ways. The first question is whether there is a difference in the uptake of ICT by size classes. This question has been addressed in a large number of studies in many countries, e.g. Dunne (1994) for the United States, Baldwin and Diverty (1995) for Canada, or Bartelsman et al. (1996) for the Netherlands. Most of these find that the adoption of advanced technologies, such as ICT, increases with the size of firms and plants.

Figure 3.5 confirms this result for the United Kingdom, with recent data for a variety of network technologies used in different combinations. It shows that large firms of over 250 employees are more likely to use network technologies such as Intranet, Internet or EDI than small firms; they are also more likely to have their own Web site. However, small firms of between 10 and 49 employees are more likely to use Internet as their only ICT network technology. Large firms are also more likely to use a combination of network technologies. For example, over 38% of all large UK firms use Intranet, EDI and Internet, and also have their own Web site, as opposed to less than 5% of small firms. Moreover, almost 45% of all large firms already use broadband technologies as opposed to less than 7% of small firms.

These differences are partly due to the different uses of the network technologies by large and small firms. Large firms may use the technologies to redesign information and communication flows within the firm, and to integrate these flows throughout the production process. Some small firms
only use the Internet for marketing purposes. Moreover, skilled managers and employees often help in making the technology work in large firms (Gretton et al., 2002).

There is also a question whether ICT has an effect on the size of firms or changes the boundaries of firms over time. This question is linked to the expectation that ICT might help lower transaction costs and thus changes the functions and tasks that should be carried out within firms and those that could be carried out outside the firm boundaries. This issue has been researched by only few firm-level studies, most of which use private data. For example, Hitt (1998) found that increased use of ICT was associated with decreases in vertical integration and increased diversification. Moreover, firms that were less vertically integrated and more diversified had a higher demand for ICT capital. Motohashi (2001) found that firms with computer networks outsourced more activities.

The link between size and age is also important, as it provides a link to firm creation. Dunne (1994) found that the impact of age on the likelihood of adopting advanced technologies was quite small. Luque (2000) confirmed this result, but found that age may have a role depending on plant size. Small new plants were more likely to adopt advanced technologies than small old plants.
Ownership, competition and management are important

Firm-level studies also point to the importance of ownership changes and management in the uptake of technology. For example, a study by McGuckin and Nguyen (1995) for the food processing industry found that plants with above-average productivity were more likely to change owners and that the acquiring firms also tended to have above-average productivity. Plants that changed owners typically improved productivity following the change. Moreover, ownership changes appeared associated with the purchase or integration of advanced technologies and better practices into new firms. These results were confirmed by Baldwin (1995) in a study for the Canadian manufacturing sector.

Some studies also point to the impact of competition. A study by Baldwin and Diverty (1995) found that foreign-owned plants were more likely to adopt advanced technologies than domestic plants. For Germany, Bertschek and Fryges (2002) found that international competition was an important factor driving a firm’s decision to implement B2B electronic commerce. These findings should be linked to the results of several firm-level studies that show that the implementation of advanced technologies can help firms to gain market share and may reduce the likelihood of plant exit (e.g. Doms et al., 1995; Doms, Jarmin and Klimek, 2002; Baldwin et al., 1995a; Baldwin and Sabourin, 2002).

Stolarick (1999b) found that low productivity plants may sometimes spend more on IT than high productivity plants, in an effort to compensate for their poor productivity performance. The study suggests that management skill should therefore be taken into account as an additional factor when investigating the IT productivity paradox.

ICT use is closely linked to innovation

Several studies point to an important link between the use of ICT and the ability of a company to adjust to changing demand and to innovate. The possibility of such a link is also visible in aggregate data; those countries that have invested most in ICT also have the largest share of patents in ICT (Figure 3.6).

The best example of this link is found in work on Germany by ZEW, as this draws on innovation survey results. For example, Licht and Moch (1999) draw on the Mannheim Innovation Panel in Services (MIP-S). They found that information technology has important impacts on the qualitative aspects of service innovation, but not on productivity. Hempell (2002a) also used this survey and found that firms that had introduced process innovations in the past were particularly successful in using ICT; the output elasticity of ICT capital for these firms was estimated to be about 12%, about four times that of
other firms. This suggests that the productive use of ICT is closely linked to innovation in general, and to the re-engineering of processes in particular. Moreover, the introduction of ICT has many similarities with innovation, as it is risky and uncertain, with potentially positive outcomes.

Studies in other countries also confirm this link. For example, Greenan and Guellec (1998) found that organisational change and the uptake of advanced technologies increased the ability of firms to adjust to changing market conditions through technological innovation. For the Netherlands, Hempell et al. (2002) found that services firms that engaged in permanent non-technological innovation benefited more from ICT than those that did not.

**The impacts of ICT use often only emerge over time**

Given the time it takes to adapt to ICT, it should not be surprising that the benefits of ICT may only emerge over time. This can be seen in the relationship between the use of ICT and the year in which firms first adopted ICT. Figure 3.7 shows evidence for the United Kingdom. It shows that among the firms that had already adopted ICT in or before 1995, close to 50% bought using electronic commerce in 2000. For firms that only adopted ICT in 2000, less than 20% bought using e-commerce. The graph also suggests that firms move towards more complex forms of electronic activity over time; out of all firms starting to use ICT prior to 1995, only 3% had not yet moved beyond the straightforward use of ICT in 2000. Most had established an Internet site, or
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**Figure 3.6. ICT investment is accompanied by rapid innovation in ICT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>T-statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ICT investment from Figure 2.1; ICT patents from OECD (2002), *Measuring the Information Economy.*
bought or sold through e-commerce. Out of the firms adopting ICT in 2000, over 20% had not yet gone beyond the simple use of ICT.

The role of time also emerges from analysis for Australia. Gretton et al., 2002 used firm level information on productivity growth and the duration of computer use to examine the dynamics of the impact of the introduction of computers. They found that computers had a positive effect on MFP growth that varied between industries (Figure 3.2). They also found that the positive effect was largest in the earlier years of uptake but appeared to taper off as firms returned to “normal” growth after the productivity boost of the new technology. This indicates that the ultimate productivity effect from adoption of ICT is a step up in levels, rather than a permanent increase in the rate of growth. However, further technical developments can set further productivity-enhancing processes in motion.

**Does the impact of ICT at the firm level differ across countries?**

Cross-country studies on the impact of ICT at the firm level are still relatively scarce, primarily since many of the original data sources were of an *ad hoc* nature and not comparable across countries. In recent years, the growing similarity of official statistics is enabling more comparative work, which has been further encouraged in the recent OECD work with statistical
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**Figure 3.7. Relationship between the year of ICT adoption and the current degree of e-activity**

As a percentage of all firms adopting ICT in specific year, business-weighted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year that company started using ICT</th>
<th>Use ICT</th>
<th>Have a website</th>
<th>Buy using e-commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The graph shows the percentage of firms engaged in a specific type of e-activity in 2000, out of all the firms starting to use ICT in that year.

offices. An example of such a study is a recent comparison between the United States and Germany (Haltiwanger et al. 2002), that examines the relationship between labour productivity and measures of the choice of technology. Figure 3.8 illustrates some of the empirical findings, distinguishing between different categories of firms according to their total level of investment and their level of investment in ICT.

The first panel shows that firms in all categories of investment had much stronger productivity growth in the United States than in Germany. Moreover, firms with high ICT investment (groups 4 and 6) had stronger productivity growth than firms with low (groups 2 and 5) or zero ICT investment (groups 1 and 3). The second panel of the graph shows that firms in the United States have much greater variation in their productivity performance than firms in Germany. This may be because US firms engage in much more experimentation than their German counterparts; they take greater risks and opt for potentially higher outcomes.

Hempell et al. (2002) provide an international comparison of ICT impacts in the services sector in Germany and the Netherlands. They found that ICT capital deepening raises labour productivity in both countries and that investment in ICT capital appears to be complementary to innovation in both countries. They also found some differences, e.g. innovation had a more direct impact on productivity in Germany than in the Netherlands. Other international comparisons of business performance and the impact of ICT are currently underway on the basis of microdata (Atrostic et al., 2002); these should contribute to further insights and help explain cross-country differences in the benefits that are being drawn from ICT.

**Concluding remarks on the firm-level evidence**

Examining the role of ICT at the aggregate, sectoral and firm level raises some difficult questions (see Gretton et al., 2002). The firm-level evidence suggests that ICT use is beneficial – though under certain conditions – to firm performance in all countries for which micro-level studies have been conducted. However, the aggregate and sectoral evidence is less conclusive about the benefits of ICT use. It shows that investment in ICT capital has contributed to growth in most OECD countries, and that the ICT-producing sector has contributed to productivity growth in some OECD countries. There is, however, little evidence that ICT-using industries have experienced more rapid productivity growth, the United States and Australia being the major exceptions. There are several reasons why this may be the case and why aggregate evidence may differ from firm-specific evidence:

1. Aggregation across firms and industries, as well as the effects of other economic changes, may disguise some of the impacts of ICT in sectoral and
Figure 3.8. **Differences in productivity outcomes between Germany and the United States**

A. Relative differences in labour productivity, compared to reference group

B. Relative dispersion in labour productivity, compared to reference group

**Note:** Differences are in logs and are shown relative to a reference group of zero total investment and zero investment in ICT. The groups are distinguished on the basis of total investment (0, low, high) and ICT investment (0, low, high). Group 1 has low overall investment and zero ICT investment. Group 2 has low overall investment and low ICT investment. Group 3 has high overall investment and zero ICT investment. Group 4 has low overall investment and high ICT investment. Group 5 has high overall investment and low ICT investment. Group 6 has high overall investment and high ICT investment.

**Source:** Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Schank (2002).
aggregate analysis that are more evident from firm level analysis. This may also be because the impacts of ICT depend on other factors and policy changes, which may differ across industries. Regulatory reform in specific sectors and specific countries, financial services for example, may already have allowed ICT to strengthen performance, while lack of reform may still hold back productivity change in other sectors or countries. The size of the aggregate effects over time depends on the rate of development of ICT, their diffusion, lags, complementary changes, adjustment costs and the productivity-enhancing potential of ICT in different industries (Gretton et al., 2002).

2. The firm-level benefits of ICT may be larger in the United States than in other OECD countries, and thus show up more clearly in aggregate and sectoral evidence. The results from the comparison between Germany and the United States, presented above, suggest that this may indeed be the case. Given the more extensive diffusion of ICT in the United States, and its early start, this interpretation should not be surprising; in particular if it takes time before the benefits from ICT become apparent. Moreover, the conditions under which ICT is beneficial to firm performance, such as sufficient scope for organisational change, might be more firmly established in the United States than in other countries.

3. Measurement may play a role as well. The impacts of ICT may be insufficiently picked up in macroeconomic and sectoral data outside the United States, due to differences in the measurement of output. For example, the United States is one of the few countries that have changed the measurement of banking output to reflect the convenience of automated teller machines. Since services sectors are the main users of ICT, inadequate measurement of service output might be a considerable problem. Improvements in measurement may make some of the benefits of ICT more clearly visible (Annex I).

4. Countries outside the United States may not yet have benefited from spillover effects that could create a wedge between the impacts observed for individual firms and those at the macroeconomic level. The discussion above has already suggested that the impacts of ICT may be larger than the direct returns flowing to firms using ICT. For example, ICT may lower transaction costs, which can improve the functioning of markets (by improving the matching process), and make new markets possible. Another effect that can create a gap between firm-level returns and aggregate returns is ICT's impact on knowledge creation and innovation. ICT enables more data and information to be processed at a higher speed and can thus increase the productivity of the process of knowledge creation. A greater use of ICT may thus gradually improve the functioning of the economy.
Such spillover effects may already have shown up in the aggregate statistics in the United States, but not yet in other countries.

5. The state of competition may also play a role in the size of spillover effects. In a large and highly competitive market, such as the United States, firms using ICT may not be the largest beneficiaries of investment in ICT. Consumers may extract a large part of the benefits, in the form of lower prices, better quality, improved convenience, and so on. In other cases, firms that are upstream or downstream in the value chain from the firms using ICT might benefit from greater efficiency in other parts of the value chain. For example, Criscuolo and Waldron (2003) demonstrate large productivity impacts for firms purchasing through computer networks, not for firms selling through networks. In countries with limited competition, firms might be able to extract a greater part of the returns, and spillover effects might thus be more limited. Further cross-country research may help to address these questions, and provide new insights in the extent of ICT-related spillovers.

The empirical evidence presented in this chapter and Chapter 2 also allows a number of general conclusions to be drawn. First, while ICT investment has dropped off during the recent slowdown, it is likely to increase once the recovery gets underway. Technological progress in ICT goods and services is continuing at a rapid pace, driving prices down and contributing to a wide range of new services and applications. For example, the release of increasingly powerful microprocessors is projected to continue for the foreseeable future, which will encourage ICT investment and support further productivity growth. The level of ICT investment is likely to be lower than that observed prior to the slowdown, however, as the 1995-2000 period was characterised by some one-off investment peaks, e.g. investments related to Y2K and the diffusion of the Internet (Gordon, 2003). Second, further technological progress in ICT production should imply a continued positive contribution of the ICT sector to MFP growth, notably in those countries with large ICT-producing sectors. Third, productivity growth in the United States, Canada and Australia, examples of ICT-led growth, has continued to be strong during the recent slowdown, suggesting that part of the acceleration in productivity growth over the second half of the 1990s was indeed structural. Finally, ICT networks have now spread throughout much of the OECD business sector, implying that will increasingly be made to work to enhance productivity and business performance. But these effects will also depend on whether policy makers can foster a business environment that enables firms to make smart and effective use from the technology.
ANNEX I

Some implications for statistics

This study uses a range of new statistics, many of which have only existed for a short period. The use of these statistics allows some feedback on their relevance and applicability, e.g. as regards surveys on ICT use by businesses and surveys of electronic commerce. The work has also highlighted some remaining constraints in the analysis of ICT’s impact on business performance. The statistical implications of the project are several.

First, the project has demonstrated the importance of databases that enable researchers and statisticians to link firm-level data derived from different statistical surveys. These databases are of particular importance since the impact of ICT depends on the use of a range of complementary investments and factors, such as skills, organisational change, management and competition. Examining any of these factors in isolation is of limited use. Statistical offices should therefore consider the potential for linking databases when designing new statistical surveys. Common firm identifiers and sample frames are important for this to happen and point to the need for integrated business registers. Databases that allow firms to be tracked over time are also highly relevant. They provide crucial insights in firm creation and destruction, and in the changing fortunes of firms, as well as the factors which influence firm dynamics.

Second, data constraints still limit the scope for comparative analysis. Many of the current sources are not yet sufficiently comparable to allow large-scale cross-country comparisons. However, more limited comparative studies are possible and provide important insights in cross-country differences. Moreover, data on certain key variables, such as organisational factors and skills, are currently only available for a limited number of countries, making international studies quite difficult. Not all variables that are of potential interest are available from statistical surveys; many variables are not available for the same periods; and combining several sources typically limits the sample of firms.
Third, the work has shown that ICT’s impact remains difficult to capture at the aggregate and sectoral level in many services sectors, due to (well known) problems in the measurement of output. Further statistical work in these areas (e.g. financial services, business services and health) should be a priority. Firm-level studies demonstrate that productivity growth in services is positively affected by ICT, which appears to contradict the sectoral evidence in many countries. Work is now underway in many countries to address this area through the development of better deflators and output measures.

Finally, certain areas offer scope for further progress. For example, surveys that focus on the specific use of different ICT technologies by businesses, e.g. as regards the technologies being used and the businesses processes being affected, may offer greater prospects for examining the impact of ICT than more general surveys on ICT and Internet use. Most firms already use ICT and the Internet, and this is no longer a characteristic that helps to distinguish well performing from poorly performing firms. The relationship between ICT and the ability to innovate is potentially also of great interest, but has not yet been explored in many studies. Linking innovation surveys and ICT surveys to production surveys can provide important insight into the long-term benefits of ICT. Furthermore, surveys that provide qualitative evidence on the perceived impacts of ICT at the firm level, and that are currently under development in some OECD countries, may be a helpful complement to existing surveys and data collections as they may avoid some of the measurement problems noted above. Finally, studies in some countries have successfully linked employer and employee data to explore the role of skills and worker characteristics. Much has been achieved in recent years, but data linking and longitudinal analysis offer a great potential for future statistical analysis, with potentially important policy implications.
ANNEX II

Data for firm-level studies

Most of the early work with firm-level data on ICT and business performance, and a considerable amount of work by academic researchers, is based on private data for a sample of firms. For example, Brynjolfsson and Hitt (1997) examined more than 600 large US firms over the 1987-94 period, partly drawing on the Compustat database, while Bresnahan, Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2002) examined over 300 large US firms from the Fortune 1000. Similar studies with private data exist for other countries. Work with these private sources has helped generate interest in this area of analysis and has given an important impetus to the development of official statistics on ICT. However, private sources suffer from a number of methodological drawbacks. First, the representativeness of the sample of firms is often not known, which may imply that the results of such studies are biased. Second, the quality of the data is not always known, since the data do not necessarily confirm with accepted statistical conventions and definitions.

Over the past decade, the analysis in this area has benefited from the establishment of longitudinal databases in statistical offices. These databases cover much larger and statistically representative samples than private data, which is important given the enormous heterogeneity in plant and/or firm performance (Bartelsman and Doms, 2000). These data allow firms to be tracked over time and can be linked to many surveys and data sources. Among the first of these databases was the Longitudinal Research Database of the Center of Economic Studies (CES) at the US Bureau of the Census (McGuckin and Pascoe, 1988). Since then, several other countries have also established longitudinal databases and centres for analytical studies with these data. Examples include Australia, Canada, Finland, France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The data integrated in these longitudinal databases differ somewhat between countries, since the underlying sources are not the same. However, many of the basic elements of these databases are common. The basic source for productivity-related analysis in most countries is typically a
production survey or census, such as the US Annual Survey of Manufactures. These data typically cover the manufacturing sector, although longitudinal databases increasingly cover the service sector as well.

In recent years, statistical offices and researchers working with these data have increasingly become involved in analytical work on ICT's contribution to economic performance and productivity. The first of these studies typically used technology use surveys, such as the Survey of Manufacturing Technology in the Netherlands or the United States, and the Survey of Advanced Technology in Canada (see Vickery and Northcott, 1995, for an overview of these surveys). Other studies used data on IT investment derived from production or investment surveys. In recent years, more data on ICT have become available, e.g. from surveys of ICT use and e-commerce undertaken in many OECD countries. Moreover, innovation surveys, such as the Community Innovation Survey, often include some survey questions on computer use that can, in principle, be used for empirical analysis. Finally, several countries have other special surveys that touch on aspects of ICT use by firms. In principle, such surveys can also be used for more detailed analysis. More detail is available on the specific sources in each country is shown in Table A2.1.
Table A2.1. **Key databases for firm-level statistical analysis on ICT and business performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Longitudinal databases</th>
<th>Production, employment surveys</th>
<th>Technology use surveys</th>
<th>Innovation surveys</th>
<th>Research and Development</th>
<th>Other sources on ICT use</th>
<th>Electronic Commerce</th>
<th>Other surveys used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Longitudinal manufactures research file; Longitudinal employment analysis programme</td>
<td>Annual survey of manufactures</td>
<td>Survey of innovation and advanced technology 1993; 1998 SAT</td>
<td>1996/1999 survey of innovation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Longitudinal data on plants in manufacturing</td>
<td>Annual survey of enterprises (EAE); BRN employer file; SUSE firm accounts</td>
<td>Community innovation surveys (CIS)</td>
<td>R&amp;D surveys</td>
<td>Survey Organisational change and informatisation (COI)</td>
<td>E-commerce surveys</td>
<td>Employee statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Annual survey of enterprises (EAE); BRN employer file; SUSE firm accounts</td>
<td>Community innovation surveys (CIS)</td>
<td>R&amp;D surveys</td>
<td>Survey Organisational change and informatisation (COI)</td>
<td>E-commerce surveys</td>
<td>Annual social declarations (DADS); Employment structure survey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany (ZEW)</td>
<td>Service sector business survey</td>
<td>Mannheim innovation panel</td>
<td>R&amp;D assets from enterprise account</td>
<td>ICT assets and investment from enterprise accounts</td>
<td>ZEW CATI survey for 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Survey on economic and financial accounts</td>
<td>R&amp;D assets from enterprise account</td>
<td>ICT assets and investment from enterprise accounts</td>
<td>E-commerce survey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Longitudinal databases</td>
<td>Production, employment</td>
<td>Technology use surveys</td>
<td>Innovation surveys</td>
<td>Research and Development</td>
<td>Other sources on ICT use</td>
<td>Electronic Commerce</td>
<td>Other surveys used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Basic survey on business structure and activities</td>
<td>Basic survey on business structure and activities</td>
<td>R&amp;D surveys</td>
<td>Basic survey on business structure and activities (BSBSA)</td>
<td>E-commerce survey</td>
<td>Survey of IT workplaces (SITW)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2.1. **Key databases for firm-level statistical analysis on ICT and business performance** (cont.)
Chapter 4

Policy implications

Abstract. This chapter draws implications from the empirical evidence presented in previous chapters for policy makers. It argues that governments should reduce unnecessary costs and regulatory burdens on firms to create a business environment that promotes productive investment. This involves policies to enable organisational change, to strengthen education and training systems, to encourage good management practices, and to foster innovation, e.g. in new applications, that can accompany the uptake of ICT. Moreover, policy should foster market conditions that reward the successful adoption of ICT; a competitive environment is key for this to happen. Governments will also need to work with business and consumers to shape a regulatory framework that strengthens confidence and trust in the use of ICT, notably electronic commerce. Policies to foster growth in services are important too, as ICT offers a new potential for growth in the service sector, providing that regulations that stifle change are adjusted or removed. Finally, the report reaffirms the importance of economic and social fundamentals as the key to lasting improvements in economic performance. A short set of conclusions completes the report.
The OECD Growth Study provided a number of recommendations on policies to seize the benefits of ICT and foster economic growth (OECD, 2001a). This included, *inter alia*, policies to increase competition in telecommunications, to enhance skills and encourage labour mobility, to reduce obstacles to workplace changes, and to build confidence in the use of ICT. The Growth Study also concluded that ICT is not the only factor explaining growth disparities, and that policies to bolster ICT will not on their own steer countries on to a higher growth path. Strengthening growth performance will require a comprehensive and co-ordinated set of actions to create the right conditions for future change and innovation, including policies to strengthen fundamentals, to foster innovation, to invest in human capital and to stimulate firm creation. The present study reaffirms these conclusions and provides further evidence on the appropriate policies to seize the benefits of ICT.¹

**Strengthening competition in ICT goods and services**

The evidence presented in previous chapters provides new insights in the factors that influence a firm's decision to invest in ICT. Firms will decide to invest in ICT if they can make smart and effective use of their investment, and expect sufficient returns. These returns are determined by several factors, some of which can be influenced by policy makers. One important factor is the cost of the investment in ICT itself. The available evidence suggests that differences in the costs of the technology continue to play a role in determining investment patterns. Estimates of relative price levels of ICT investment for 1999 still showed a considerable variation across the OECD area (OECD, 2002c). This variation is considerably smaller than in 1993 or 1996 (OECD, 2001a), but still suggests that the United States had among the lowest price levels for ICT equipment and software. Barriers to trade, in particular non-tariff barriers related to standards, import licensing and government procurement, may partly explain the cost differentials. The higher price levels in other OECD countries may also be associated with a lack of competition within countries. In time, however, international trade and competition should further erode these cross-country price differences. Policy could help to accelerate this trend, by implementing a more active competition policy and measures to promote market openness, both domestically and internationally.
The investment and diffusion of ICT do not just depend on the cost of the investment goods themselves, but also on the associated costs of communication and use once the hardware is linked to a network. Increased competition in the telecommunications industry, thanks to extensive regulatory reform, has been of particular importance in driving down these costs. Liberalisation, and the competition it has generated, has brought tremendous benefits to OECD countries and users. Prices have declined, and continue to do so in certain market segments. Technological diffusion and new service development have been rapid, and continue to grow. Incumbent telecommunication carriers have adjusted to the new market conditions by increasing efficiency and improving levels of service. A large number of new entrants have entered the market, and while some have failed, the number of market players in many OECD countries remains large. But efforts to improve competitive conditions have not yet been sufficient. The OECD growth report called on countries to increase competition and continue with regulatory reform in the telecommunications industry to enhance the uptake of ICT. The evidence presented in this report shows that this recommendation will continue to be important in the years to come (OECD, 2003a).

**Fostering a business environment for ICT adoption**

A competitive environment is more likely to lead a firm to invest in ICT, as a way to strengthen performance and survive, than a more sheltered environment. Moreover, the state of competition influences firms’ decisions to implement ICT applications, such as electronic commerce. Many firms do not engage in e-commerce because the market is considered too small, or because their products are not considered suitable for electronic commerce. In other cases, electronic commerce is seen as a rival to existing business models. These concerns can be genuine, but may also reflect a conservative attitude. Existing firms may wish to retain their current business model and avoid the risks associated with new investments and new business models. Start-up firms can help instil greater dynamism, introduce new business models, and invigorate mature industries. Policies to enhance firm creation are key in such markets.

The previous chapters showed that ICT is technology that has the potential to transform firms. They can use it in smart ways to improve performance, but not all firms will succeed in making the necessary changes that are needed to make the technology work. Competition and creative destruction are key in selecting the successful firms and in making them flourish and grow. If firms that are able to make ICT work succeed and grow, the benefits for the economy as a whole are greater than if poorly performing firms survive. Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrated cross-country differences in experimentation that may be important for firms wishing to gain benefits
from their investments in ICT (Bartelsman et al. 2002). Allowing room for such experimentation is important. New firms in the United States seem to experiment more with business models than those in other OECD countries; they start at a smaller scale than European firms, but grow much more quickly when successful. This may be linked to less aversion to risk in the United States, linked to its financial system, which provides greater opportunities for risky financing to innovative entrepreneurs. Moreover, low regulatory burdens enable US firms to start at a small scale, experiment, test the market and their business model, and, if successful, expand rapidly. Moreover, if they do not succeed, the costs of failure are relatively limited. In contrast, firms in many other OECD countries are faced with high entry and exit costs. In a period of rapid technological change, greater scope for experimentation may enable new ideas and innovation to emerge more rapidly, leading to faster technology diffusion.

Investment in ICT relies not on only competition and the cost of ICT, but also on the complementary investments that need to be made by firms to draw the benefits from ICT, e.g. in changing the organisation of functions and tasks, or in training staff. These complementary investments are often much more costly than the initial outlays for ICT investment goods. Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2000), for example, suggest that USD 1 of ICT investment may be associated with USD 9 of investment in intangible assets, such as skills and organisational practices. Adapting the organisation of functions and tasks to ICT can be particularly costly to firms, as it often meets with resistance within the firm, and may be limited by legal constraints. Social partners and government can work together to ensure that a virtuous circle of human resource upgrading, organisational change, ICT and productivity is set in motion. This depends on workers being given a sufficient “voice” in the firm. A closer contact between management and employees can help build a high-skill, high-trust enterprise climate that facilitates change. This may also require ensuring that working time legislation and employment regulations do not hamper such change, and that collective bargaining institutions are adapted to the new environment.

Matching the skills of workers to the new technology also requires considerable investment. For ICT to be developed and used effectively, and network externalities to materialise, the right skills and competencies must be in place. Having a good supply of qualified personnel helps, but education policies, important as they are, need to be supplemented with actions to foster lifelong learning. Policies aimed at enhancing basic literacy in ICT, at building high-level ICT skills, at lifelong learning in ICT, and at enhancing the managerial and networking skills needed for the effective use of ICT, are particularly relevant. Moreover, a certain degree of labour mobility is needed
to seize the new opportunities associated with ICT, which may require changes to regulations in some countries.

Another implication relates to management. Firm-level studies typically find that firms that get most out of their investment in ICT are those that were already performing well in terms of gains in productivity and market shares. These firms improved performance by investing in ICT, by innovating and by adapting their organisation and workforce. In contrast, many firms that invested much in ICT received no returns at all, as they were attempting to compensate for poor overall performance. This reinforces the view that ICT is no panacea, and also points to a role for management. While governments cannot directly influence management decisions, it can help create framework conditions for good management. Frameworks for good corporate governance also play a role in this context.

Policies to seize the benefits of ICT rely on fundamental economic and social stability to succeed. All of the policy areas discussed in this paper are interlinked and depend on each other. But those countries that have managed to seize the benefits of ICT were able to do so because they had been getting their fundamentals right. They owed their economic success to sound macroeconomic policies, well-functioning institutions and markets, and an orientation to build a more open and competitive economic environment. Studies for Australia, one of the key examples of ICT-driven growth, emphasise the interaction between structural reform and the uptake of ICT (Parham et al., 2001). By contrast, in those countries whose growth performances appeared to lag, some of the fundamentals were perhaps missing or were at best so weak as to make it difficult to harness the new dynamism, such as not having the right institutional set-up for new business creation.

**Boosting security and trust**

Businesses, governments, consumers and key infrastructures increasingly rely on the use of information networks, which are often interconnected at the global level. This raises new issues for security as these electronic networks need to be stable and ready for safe, secure and reliable use under all conditions. Legal uncertainties (uncertainty over payments, contracts, terms of delivery and guarantees) remain a barrier to electronic commerce. Likewise, business-to-consumer transactions are hampered by concerns about security of payments, opportunities for redress, and the privacy of personal data. For all users, whether businesses or consumers, the security and reliability of systems and information networks is important.

Much work is currently underway to address these concerns. Authentication and certification mechanisms are being developed to help
identify users and safeguard business transactions. To counter computer viruses, hacking and other threats, OECD has drawn up new and comprehensive security guidelines that are currently awaiting implementation by OECD countries. These guidelines aim to promote a “culture of security” in the operation of information systems and networks.

With the growth of business-to-consumer e-commerce transactions, consumer complaints regarding the online environment are growing. The OECD privacy and consumer protection guidelines are an important step towards an international consensus on core protections. Continued efforts to implement these guidelines are key and will require that governments, business and civil society work together. Further exploitation of information technologies can enhance consumer trust, by facilitating access to information and improving the ability of users to protect themselves, e.g. through privacy enhancing technologies. But for any trust-related tool or measure to have a positive impact on trust, consumers and users must be aware of, and understand the protections afforded. Education and awareness-raising policies are therefore important. Moreover, ensuring that current laws and regulations are effectively enforced in cross-border situations is a major challenge.

Some of the slowness to do business (personal or otherwise) via the Internet is to do with attitudes. Governments can help to change these by using ICT applications themselves. Tendering public services, providing digital public services, collecting taxes or procuring goods and services online can help increase government efficiency and enhance access to public services, while having the additional benefit of building public confidence and strengthening demand.

**Unleashing growth in the services sector**

ICT has already brought many benefits and has the potential to bring more. The service sector is particularly important in drawing the benefits from ICT, since industries such as wholesale and retail trade, financial and business services are among the most important investors in ICT. It is in these “old economy” sectors, not in the ICT sector, that the long-term impacts of ICT use may be most important. Evidence for the United States and Australia shows that ICT has already enabled productivity growth in some of these industries.

Policies must take better account of the needs and characteristics of the services sector if they are to promote growth (OECD, 2001c). Competition and business dynamism in many services sectors remains limited due to regulatory burdens, reducing pressures to strengthen performance. Moreover, sector-specific regulations may reduce the development of new ICT applications and may limit the capability of firms to seize the benefits of ICT.
Further reform of regulatory structures is needed to promote competition and innovation and to reduce barriers and administrative rules for new entrants and start-ups. International competition is also important, and will require the reduction of trade and foreign investment barriers in services. Firm-level studies show that foreign-owned firms are often the first to adopt new technologies.

Harnessing the potential of innovation and technology diffusion

ICT is closely linked to the ability of firms to innovate, i.e. introduce new products and services, new business processes, and new applications. Firms that have already innovated achieve much better results from ICT than those that have never innovated. Moreover, ICT has helped facilitate the innovation process, for example in speeding up scientific discovery. ICT has also fostered networking, which has enabled greater outsourcing of R&D and enabled informal learning between firms, which is key to innovation in services firms. Policies to harness the potential of innovation, as outlined in the OECD Growth Study, are thus important in seizing the benefits of ICT. Moreover, such policies help foster the kind of innovative environment in which new growth opportunities will flourish. To strengthen innovation, policy needs to give greater priority to fundamental research, improve the effectiveness of public R&D funding and promote the flow of knowledge between science and industry.

Concluding remarks

Despite the slowdown in the economy and parts of the ICT sector, ICT has emerged over the past decade as a key technology with the potential to transform economic and social activity. It has already led to more rapid growth in countries where appropriate policies to reap the benefits from ICT have been put in place. Moreover, continued technological change should bring many more benefits in the future. All OECD governments can do more to exploit this technology, by fostering a business environment that encourages its diffusion and use and by building confidence and trust. However, policies to bolster ICT will not on their own lead to stronger economic performance. Indeed, economic performance is not the result of a single policy or institutional arrangement, but a comprehensive and co-ordinated set of actions to create the right conditions for future change and innovation. Policies to strengthen economic and social fundamentals are of great importance in drawing the benefits from ICT. The policy implications arising from this report thus reaffirm and elaborate those of the OECD growth report.

Policymakers have to be prepared to invest time and political capital in meeting these challenges. Many of the countries that already reaped the
benefits from ICT in the 1990s reaped the fruits of their earlier efforts, e.g. in liberalising the telecommunications industry or in improving their business environment. Policy action will also require further examination of a range of thorny, yet unresolved issues. There is a major knowledge gap regarding which impact, if any, ICT has on the functioning of markets, including digital markets, e.g. in reducing transaction costs and changing the respective market power of different parties. A better understanding of ICT’s impact on innovation, as well as society’s ability to deal with ICT will also be essential.

Further examination of the impacts of ICT on economic performance will also require appropriate statistics. This report has benefited from new data, which have contributed to many new insights. Further work with firm-level data may be particularly important, as such studies demonstrate that ICT is no panacea, but depends on a range of other changes in the way firms go about their business.

Notes

1. Other implications for policies to seize the benefits from ICT emerge from other OECD work, notably the OECD 2003 Communications Outlook; work on security, trust and consumer protection; as well as a forthcoming study on the economic impacts of electronic business. The policy conclusions from that work and the work contained in this paper are summarised in a short booklet for the OECD 2003 Ministerial Council Meeting, entitled “Seizing the Benefits of ICT in a Digital Economy”. This chapter primarily summarises the policy implications that can be drawn from the empirical analysis presented in this report.

2. The management literature provides extensive discussions on how firms can make ICT work in their particular environment. These issues are not discussed here, as government policy has little role in influencing these corporate processes.
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